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ABSTRACT
I give a geometric characterization of mean ergodic convergence in the Calkin
algebras for Banach spaces that have the bounded compact approximation property;
I obtain (i) a new, coordinate free, characterization of quasidiagonal operators with
essential spectra contained in the unit circle by adapting the proof of a classical result
in the theory of Banach spaces, (ii) affirmative answers to some questions of Hadwin,
and (iii) an alternative proof of Hadwin’s characterization of the strong, weak and
∗-strong operator topologies of the unitary orbit of a given operator on a separa-
ble, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space; I study appropriately normalized
square random Vandermonde matrices based on independent random variables with
uniform distribution on the unit circle; and I show that as the matrix size increases
without bound, with respect to the expectation of the trace there is an asymptotic
∗-distribution, equal to that of a C[0, 1]-valued R-diagonal element.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis has three parts that are rather unrelated except that ultraproducts
appear in the first two parts. The first part is focused on a problem about operators
on Banach spaces. The second part concerns uses of a Replacement Rule from the
theory of Banach spaces to operator theory on Hilbert space. The last part is about
R-diagonality of certain random matrices.
The mean ergodic theorem of von Neumann [39, Section 144] asserts that the
averages of the powers of a contraction T on a Hilbert space converges strongly to
the projection onto the space of eigenvectors of T with eigenvalue 1. This result
was extended to reflexive Banach spaces by Lorch [27]. Norm convergence was later
studied by Dunford [13]. He gave several characterizations including the condition
that (I−T )2 has closed range. Later Lin [24] showed that I−T having closed range
is also an equivalent condition. This result was improved by Mbekhta and Zema´nek
[28], who proved that for every fixed m ≥ 1, (I − T )m having closed range is also an
equivalent condition.
In Section 2 (see [4]), I consider the convergence in the Calkin algebra of the
averages of the powers of a contraction on Banach space. The main difficulty is that
the eigenvectors of T change when we make a compact perturbation of T . To obtain
the desired characterization, the following concept is introduced. Let X be a Banach
space and let (P ) be a property that a subspace M of X may or may not have. We
say that a subspace M ⊂ X is an essentially maximal subspace of X satisfying (P ) if
it has (P ) and if every subspace M0 ⊃M having property (P ) satisfies dim M0/M <
∞. Using this concept, we establish a geometric characterization of mean ergodic
convergence in the Calkin algebras for Banach spaces that have the bounded compact
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approximation property (BCAP). The BCAP, defined in Subsection 2.1, is a property
that all classical separable Banach spaces (including Hilbert space) have. The idea
of the proof is to embed the Calkin algebra setting into the operator setting so that
the existence of an essentially maximal subspace on which an operator is compact
becomes the condition that the operator has closed range. To do this, one needs to
assume the bounded compact approximation property.
Usually the connection between the theory of Banach spaces and the theory of
operators on Hilbert space involve the study of spaces of operators as Banach spaces
and vice versa, Banach spaces as subspaces of B(H), or operators on Banach space
as generalization of operators on Hilbert space. The purpose of Section 3 (see [5])
is to illustate that new insights into operator theory can also be obtained from the
theory of Banach spaces via the following Replacement Rule:
Every Banach space is replaced by an operator, a complemented subspace of a
Banach space is replaced by a reducing part of the corresponding operator, and an
operator between Banach spaces is replaced by an operator intertwining the corre-
sponding operators.
Using this Replacement Rule, I investigate the analogs in operator theory of (i)
the problem of complementable universal Banach spaces and (ii) ultraproducts of
Banach spaces.
The complementable universality problem for Banach spaces and an analogous
problem in operator theory are considered. By adapting (via the above Replacement
Rule) the proof of a universality result of Johnson and Szankowski in [23], I obtain
a coordinate free characterization of quasidiagonal operators with essential spectra
contained in the unit circle.
In addition, I answer affirmatively some questions of Hadwin and give an alterna-
tive proof of Hadwin’s characterization [19] of the strong, weak and ∗-strong closures
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of the unitary orbit of a given operator on Hilbert space.
Sections 2 and 3 concern mainly infinite dimensional aspects of Functional Anal-
ysis. In contrast, Section 4 is about the asymptotic behaviour of some random
matrices. More specifically, the random Vandermonde matrix XN , whose (i, j)-th
entry is N−1/2ζji , where ζ1, . . . , ζN are independent with uniform distribution on the
unit circle, is considered. These random Vandermonde matrices have been studied
in [30], [31], [34] and [35] and are interesting in part because of their applications
in finance, signal array processing, wireless communications and biology (see [30] for
references).
In Section 4 (see [6]), the asymptotic ∗-moments of XN , i.e.,
lim
N→∞
E ◦ trP (XN , X∗N),
are considered, where E is the expectation and tr is the normalized trace on ma-
trix algebras. These limits are shown to exist. G. Tucci [33] asked whether XN is
asymptotically R-diagonal with respect to the expectation of the trace. The concept
R-diagonality belongs to free probability theory. It can be thought of as an ana-
log in free probability of rotationally invariant distributions in classical probability.
Tucci’s question is answered negatively, but the asymptotic ∗-moments of XN are
described using the notion of R-diagonality with amalgamation. The main result of
this section is that XN has an asymptotic ∗-distribution as N →∞, which is in fact
the ∗-distribution of an element that is R-diagonal over the C∗-algebra C[0, 1]. Here
we identify functions in C[0, 1] with deterministic diagonal matrices in the following
way. If b ∈ C[0, 1] then the corresponding deterministic diagonal matrices are
diag(b(
1
N
), b(
2
N
), . . . , b(
N
N
)).
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2. MEAN ERGODIC CONVERGENCE
This section comes from [4].
2.1 Introduction
Let X be a real or complex Banach space and let B(X) be the algebra of all
bounded linear operators on X. Suppose that T ∈ B(X) and consider the sequence
Mn(T ) :=
I + T + . . .+ T n
n+ 1
, n ≥ 1.
In [13], Dunford considered the norm convergence of (Mn(T ))n and established the
following characterizations.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that X is a complex Banach space and that T ∈ B(X)
satisfies ‖T
n‖
n
→ 0. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. (Mn(T ))n converges in norm to an element in B(X).
2. 1 is a simple pole of the resolvent of T or 1 is in the resolvent set of T .
3. (I − T )2 has closed range.
It was then discovered by Lin in [24] that I − T having closed range is also an
equivalent condition. Moreover, Lin’s argument worked also for real Banach spaces.
This result was later improved by Mbekhta and Zema´nek in [28] in which they showed
that (I−T )m having closed range, where m ≥ 1, are also equivalent conditions. More
precisely,
Theorem 2.2. Let m ≥ 1. Suppose that X is a real or complex Banach space and
that T ∈ B(X) satisfies ‖Tn‖
n
→ 0. Then the sequence (Mn(T ))n converges in norm
to an element in B(X) if and only if (I − T )m has closed range.
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Let K(X) be the closed ideal of compact operators in B(X). If T ∈ B(X) then
its image in the Calkin algebra B(X)/K(X) is denoted by T˙ . By Dunford’s Theorem
2.1 or by an analogous version for Banach algebras (without condition (3)), when
X is a complex Banach space and ‖T˙
n‖
n
→ 0, the convergence of (Mn(T˙ ))n in the
Calkin algebra is equivalent to 1 being a simple pole of the resolvent of T˙ or being
in the resolvent set of T˙ . But even if we are given that the limit P˙ ∈ B(X)/K(X)
of (Mn(T˙ ))n exists, there is no obvious geometric interpretation of P˙ . In the context
of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, if the limit of (Mn(T ))n exists, then it is a projection onto
ker(I − T ). In the context of the Calkin algebra, the limit P˙ is still an idempotent
in B(X)/K(X); hence by making a compact perturbation, we can assume that P is
an idempotent in B(X) (see Lemma 2.9 below).
A natural question to ask is: what is the range of P? Although the range of P is
not unique (since P is only unique up to a compact perturbation), it can be thought
of as an analog of ker(I−T ) in the Calkin algebra setting. If T0 ∈ B(X) then ker T0
is the maximal subspace of X on which T0 = 0. This suggests that the analog of
ker T0 in the Calkin algebra setting is the maximal subspace of X on which T0 is
compact. But the maximal subspace does not exist unless it is the whole space X.
Thus, we introduce the following concept.
Let X be a Banach space and let (P ) be a property that a subspace M of X may
or may not have. We say that a subspace M ⊂ X is an essentially maximal subspace
of X satisfying (P ) if it has (P ) and if every subspace M0 ⊃M having property (P )
satisfies dim M0/M <∞.
Then the analog of ker T0 in the Calkin algebra setting is an essentially maximal
subspace of X on which T0 is compact. It turns that if such an analog for I − T
exists, then it is already sufficient for the convergence of (Mn(T˙ ))n in the Calkin
algebra (at least for a large class of Banach spaces), which is the main result of this
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section.
Before stating this theorem, we recall that a Banach space Z has the bounded
compact approximation property (BCAP) if there is a uniformly bounded net
(Sα)α∈Λ in K(Z) converging strongly to the identity operator I ∈ B(Z). It is always
possible to choose Λ to be the set of all finite dimensional subspaces of Z directed
by inclusion. If the net (Sα)α∈Λ can be chosen so that sup
α∈Λ
‖Sα‖ ≤ λ, then we say
that Z has the λ-BCAP. It is known that if a reflexive space has the BCAP, then the
space has the 1-BCAP [16, Theorem 1.5]. For T ∈ B(X), the essential norm ‖T‖e is
the norm of T˙ in B(X)/K(X).
Theorem 2.3. Let m ≥ 1. Suppose that X is a real or complex Banach space having
the bounded compact approximation property. If T ∈ B(X) satisfies ‖Tn‖e
n
→ 0, then
the following conditions are equivalent.
1. The sequence (Mn(T˙ ))n converges in norm to an element in B(X)/K(X).
2. There is an essentially maximal subspace of X on which (I − T )m is compact.
The idea of the proof is to reduce Theorem 2.3 to Theorem 2.2 by constructing a
Banach space X̂ and an embedding f : B(X)/K(X) → B(X̂) so that if T ∈ B(X)
and if there is an essentially maximal subspace M of X on which T is compact, then
f(T˙ ) has closed range, and then applying Theorem 2.2 to f(T˙ ). The BCAP of X is
used to show that f is an embedding but is not used in the construction of X̂ and
f . The construction of f is based on the Calkin representation [8, Theorem 5.5].
2.2 The Calkin representation for Banach spaces
In this subsection, X is a fixed infinite dimensional Banach space. Let Λ0 be the
set of all finite dimensional subspaces of X directed by inclusion ⊂. Then {{α ∈ Λ0 :
α ⊃ α0} : α0 ∈ Λ0} is a filter base on Λ0, so it is contained in an ultrafilter U on Λ0.
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Let Y be an arbitary infinite dimensional Banach space and let (Y ∗)U be the
ultrapower (see e.g., [11, Chapter 8]) of Y ∗ with respect to U . (The ultrafilter U and
the directed set Λ0 do not depend on Y .) If (y
∗
α)α∈Λ0 is a bounded net in Y
∗, then
its image in (Y ∗)U is denoted by (y∗α)α,U . Consider the (complemented) subspace
Ŷ :=
{
(y∗α)α,U ∈ (Y ∗)U : w∗- lim
α,U
y∗α = 0
}
of (Y ∗)U . Here w∗- lim
α,U
y∗α is the w
∗-limit of (y∗α)α∈Λ0 through U , which exists by the
Banach-Alaoglu Theorem.
Whenever T ∈ B(X, Y ), we can define an operator T̂ ∈ B(Ŷ , X̂) by sending
(y∗α)α,U to (T
∗y∗α)α,U . Note that if K ∈ K(X, Y ) then K̂ = 0, where K(X, Y )
denotes the space of all compact operators in B(X, Y ).
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that X has the λ-BCAP. Then the operator
f : B(X)/K(X)→ B(X̂), T˙ 7→ T̂ , is a conjugate linear norm one (λ+1)-embedding
into B(X̂) satisfying
f(I˙) = I and f(T˙1T˙2) = f(T˙2)f(T˙1), T1, T2 ∈ B(X).
Proof. It is easy to verify that f is a conjugate linear map, f(I˙) = I, and f(T˙1T˙2) =
f(T˙2)f(T˙1) for T1, T2 ∈ B(X). If T ∈ B(X), then clearly ‖f(T˙ )‖ ≤ ‖T‖, and thus
we also have ‖f(T˙ )‖ ≤ ‖T‖e. Hence ‖f‖ ≤ 1. It remains to show that f is a
(λ+ 1)-embedding (i.e., inf
‖T‖e>1
‖f(T˙ )‖ ≥ (λ+ 1)−1).
To do this, let T ∈ B(X) satisfy ‖T‖e > 1. Since X has the λ-BCAP, we
can find a net of operators (Sα)α∈Λ0 ⊂ K(X) converging strongly to I such that
sup
α∈Λ0
‖Sα‖ ≤ λ. Then ‖T ∗(I − Sα)∗‖ = ‖(I − Sα)T‖ ≥ ‖T‖e > 1, α ∈ Λ0. Thus,
there exists (x∗α)α∈Λ0 ⊂ X∗ such that ‖x∗α‖ = 1 and ‖T ∗(I −Sα)∗x∗α‖ > 1 for α ∈ Λ0.
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Note that for every x ∈ X,
lim sup
α∈Λ0
|〈(I − Sα)∗x∗α, x〉| = lim sup
α∈Λ0
|〈x∗α, (I − Sα)x〉| ≤ lim sup
α∈Λ0
‖(I − Sα)x‖ = 0,
and so the net ((I−Sα)∗x∗α)α∈Λ0 converges in the w∗-topology to 0. By the construc-
tion of U , this implies that
w∗- lim
α,U
(I − Sα)∗x∗α = 0.
Therefore, due to the definition f(T˙ ) = T̂ , we obtain
(1 + λ)‖f(T˙ )‖ ≥ ‖f(T˙ )‖ lim
α,U
‖(I − Sα)∗x∗α‖ = ‖f(T˙ )‖‖((I − Sα)∗x∗α)α,U‖
≥ ‖f(T˙ )((I − Sα)∗x∗α)α,U‖
= lim
α,U
‖T ∗(I − Sα)∗x∗α‖ ≥ 1.
It follows that ‖f(T˙ )‖ ≥ (1 + λ)−1 whenever ‖T‖e > 1.
Remark 1. We do not know whether Theorem 2.4 is true without the hypothesis
that X has the BCAP.
Remark 2. The embedding in Theorem 2.4 is an isometry if the approximating
net can be chosen so that ‖I − Sα‖ = 1 for every α. This is the case if, for example,
the space X has a 1-unconditional basis. However, we do not know whether the
embedding is an isometry if X = Lp(0, 1) with p 6= 2.
If N is a subset of Y ∗, then we can define a subset N ′ of Ŷ by
N ′ :=
{
(y∗α)α,U ∈ Ŷ : lim
α,U
d(y∗α, N) = 0
}
,
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where
d(y∗α, N) := inf
z∗∈N
‖y∗α − z∗‖.
Lemma 2.5. If N is a w∗-closed subspace of Y ∗, then for every (y∗α)α,U ∈ Ŷ ,
d((y∗α)α,U , N
′) ≤ 2 lim
α,U
d(y∗α, N).
Proof. Let a = lim
α,U
d(y∗α, N). Let δ > 0. Then
A := {α ∈ Λ : d(y∗α, N) < a+ δ} ∈ U.
Whenever α ∈ A, ‖y∗α − z∗α‖ < a + δ for some z∗α ∈ N . If we take z∗α = 0 for α /∈ A,
then, since sup
α∈Λ
‖y∗α‖ <∞,
sup
α∈Λ
‖z∗α‖ = sup
α∈A
‖z∗α‖ ≤ (a+ δ) + sup
α∈A
‖y∗α‖ <∞.
As a consequence,
(
z∗α − w∗- lim
β,U
z∗β
)
α,U
∈ N ′, since N is w∗-closed. Therefore,
d ((y∗α)α,U , N
′) ≤ d
(
(y∗α)α,U ,
(
z∗α − w∗- lim
β,U
z∗β
)
α,U
)
= lim
α,U
∥∥∥∥y∗α − z∗α + w∗- limβ,U z∗β
∥∥∥∥
≤ lim
α,U
‖y∗α − z∗α‖+
∥∥∥∥w∗- limβ,U z∗β
∥∥∥∥
≤ (a+ δ) +
∥∥∥∥w∗- limβ,U (z∗β − y∗β)
∥∥∥∥
≤ (a+ δ) + lim
β,U
‖z∗β − y∗β‖ ≤ 2(a+ δ).
But δ can be arbitarily close to 0 so d ((y∗α)α,U , N
′) ≤ 2a = 2 lim
α,U
d(y∗α, N).
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Proposition 2.6. If X and Y are infinite dimensional Banach spaces and if T ∈
B(X, Y ) has closed range then T̂ ∈ B(Ŷ , X̂) also has closed range.
Proof. The operator T has closed range so T ∗ also has closed range. Let c =
inf{‖T ∗y∗‖ : y∗ ∈ Y ∗, d(y∗, ker T ∗) = 1} > 0. Then by Lemma 2.5, for every
(y∗α)α,U ∈ Ŷ ,
‖T̂ (y∗α)α,U‖ = lim
α,U
‖T ∗y∗α‖ ≥ c lim
α,U
d(y∗α, ker T
∗) ≥ c
2
d((y∗α)α,U , (ker T
∗)′).
But obviously (ker T ∗)′ ⊂ ker T̂ , and so
‖T̂ (y∗α)α,U‖ ≥
c
2
d((y∗α)α,U , ker T̂ ), (y
∗
α)α,U ∈ Ŷ .
Hence T̂ has closed range.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that X ⊂ Y and that T ∈ B(X). Let T0 ∈ B(X, Y ), x 7→ Tx.
Then T̂0Ŷ = T̂ X̂.
Proof. If (y∗α)α,U ∈ Ŷ , then for each α ∈ Λ, we have T ∗0 y∗α = T ∗(y∗α|X), and (y∗α|X)α,U ∈
X̂. Thus T̂0(y
∗
α)α,U = (T
∗
0 y
∗
α)α,U = (T
∗(y∗α|X))α,U = T̂ (y
∗
α|X)α,U ∈ T̂ X̂. Hence
T̂0Ŷ ⊂ T̂ X̂.
Conversely, if (x∗α)α,U ∈ X̂ then we can extend each x∗α to an element y∗α ∈ Y ∗
such that ‖y∗α‖ = ‖x∗α‖. Thus we have
(
y∗α − w∗- lim
β,U
y∗β
)
α,U
∈ Ŷ . Note that
T ∗0
(
w∗- lim
β,U
y∗β
)
= w∗- lim
β,U
T ∗0 y
∗
β = w
∗- lim
β,U
T ∗x∗β = T
∗
(
w∗- lim
β,U
x∗β
)
= 0.
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This implies that
T̂ (x∗α)α,U = (T
∗x∗α)α,U = (T
∗
0 y
∗
α)α,U
=
(
T ∗0
(
y∗α − w∗- lim
β,U
y∗β
))
α,U
= T̂0
(
y∗α − w∗- lim
β,U
y∗β
)
α,U
∈ T̂0Ŷ .
Therefore T̂ X̂ ⊂ T̂0Ŷ .
Proposition 2.8. Suppose that T ∈ B(X) and that there exists an essentially max-
imal subspace M of X on which T is compact. Then T̂ has closed range.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that X is a subspace of Y = `∞(J)
for some set J . Define T0 ∈ B(X, `∞(J)), x 7→ Tx. Then by assumption, there is
an essentially maximal subspace M of X on which T0 is compact. By [25, Theorem
3.3], there exists K ∈ K(X, `∞(J)) such that K|M = T0|M .
We now show that T0−K ∈ B(X, `∞(J)) has closed range. Since M ⊂ ker(T0−
K) and M is an essentially maximal subspace of X on which T0 − K is compact,
ker(T0 −K) is an essentially maximal subspace of X on which T0 −K is compact.
Let pi be the quotient map from X onto X/ker(T0 − K). Define the (one-to-
one) operator R : X/ker(T0 − K) → `∞(J), pix 7→ (T0 − K)x. If R does not have
closed range, then by [26, Proposition 2.c.4], R is compact on an infinite dimensional
subspace V of X/ker(T0 − K). Hence, T0 − K is compact on pi−1V and so by the
essential maximality of ker(T0 − K), we have dim pi−1V/ker(T0 − K) < ∞. Thus,
V = pi−1V/ker(T0 −K) is finite dimensional, which contradicts the definition of V .
Therefore, R has closed range and so T0−K also has closed range. By Proposition
2.6, T̂0 −K has closed range. But K̂ = 0 so T̂0 has closed range and by Lemma 2.7,
T̂ has closed range.
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Lemma 2.9. Suppose that P ∈ B(X) and that P˙ is an idempotent in B(X)/K(X).
Then P is the sum of an idempotent in B(X) and a compact operator on X.
Proof. We first treat the case where the scalar field is C. From Fredholm theory
(see e.g. [17, Chapters XI and XVII]), we know that since σ(P˙ ) ⊂ {0, 1}, the only
possible cluster points of σ(P ) are 0 and 1. Thus, there exists 0 < r < 1 such that
{z ∈ C : |z − 1| = r} ∩ σ(P ) = ∅. Then P˙ = 1
2pii
∮
|z−1|=r(zI˙ − P˙ )−1 dz and so
P − 1
2pii
∮
|z−1|=r(zI−P )−1 dz ∈ K(X). But 12pii
∮
|z−1|=r(zI−P )−1 dz is an idempotent
in B(X) (see e.g. [37, Theorem 2.7]). This completes the proof in the complex case.
If X is a real Banach space, then let XC and PC be the complexifications (see [14,
page 266]) of X and P , respectively. Thus, P˙C is an idempotent in B(XC)/K(XC).
Since the only possible cluster points of σ(PC) are 0 and 1, there exists a closed
rectangle R in the complex plane symmetric with respect to the real axis such that 1
is in the interior ofR, 0 is in the exterior ofR, and σ(PC) is disjoint from the boundary
∂R of R. By [14, Lemma 3.4], the idempotent 1
2pii
∮
∂R
(zI − PC)−1 dz in B(XC) is
induced by an idempotent P0 in B(X). Since PC − 12pii
∮
∂R
(zI − PC)−1 dz ∈ K(XC),
we see that P − P0 ∈ K(X).
Proof of Theorem 2.3. “(1)⇒(2)”: Let P˙ := lim
n→∞
I˙ + T˙ + . . .+ T˙ n
n+ 1
.
Since lim
n→∞
‖T˙ n‖
n
= 0,
(I˙ − T˙ )P˙ = lim
n→∞
(I˙ − T˙ ) I˙ + T˙ + . . .+ T˙
n
n+ 1
= lim
n→∞
I˙ − T˙ n+1
n+ 1
= 0. (2.1)
Thus T˙ P˙ = P˙ , and so
P˙ 2 = lim
n→∞
P˙ + T˙ P˙ + . . .+ T˙ nP˙
n+ 1
= lim
n→∞
(n+ 1)P˙
n+ 1
= P˙ .
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Hence P˙ is an idempotent inB(X)/K(X). By Lemma 2.9, there exists an idempotent
P0 in B(X) such that P −P0 ∈ K(X). Replacing P with P0, we can assume without
loss of generality that P is an idempotent in B(X). Equation (2.1) also implies that
(I − T )P ∈ K(X), which means that I − T is compact on PX. Hence (I − T )m is
compact on PX.
We now show that PX is an essentially maximal subspace of X on which (I−T )m
is compact. Suppose that (I − T )m is compact on a subspace M0 of X containing
PX. Let
fn(z) :=
n+ (n− 1)z + (n− 2)z2 + . . .+ zn−1
n+ 1
, z ∈ C, n ≥ 1.
Note that I˙ − I˙+T˙+...+T˙n
n+1
= (I˙ − T˙ )fn(T˙ ). Therefore,
I˙ − P˙ = (I˙ − P˙ )m = lim
n→∞
fn(T˙ )
m(I˙ − T˙ )m,
and so
lim
n→∞
‖(I − P )− (fn(T )m(I − T )m +Kn)‖ = 0,
for some K1, K2, . . . ∈ K(X).
Since (I − T )m is compact on M0, the operator fn(T )m(I − T )m is compact on
M0 and so is fn(T )
m(I − T )m + Kn on M0. Thus (I − P )|M0 is the norm limit of a
sequence in K(M0, X), and so I − P is compact on M0. Since PX ⊂ M0, we have
that (I − P )M0 ⊂ M0. Therefore, (I − P )|(I−P )M0 = I|(I−P )M0 is compact, and so
(I − P )M0 is finite dimensional. In other words, dim M0/PX <∞.
“(2)⇒(1)”: By Proposition 2.8, ̂(I − T )m = (I − T̂ )m has closed range. Since by
assumption lim
n→∞
‖T n‖e
n
= 0, lim
n→∞
‖T̂ n‖
n
= lim
n→∞
‖T̂ n‖
n
= 0. By Mbekhta-Zema´nek’s
Theorem 2.2, the sequence (Mn(T̂ ))n converges in norm to an element in B(X̂). By
13
Theorem 2.4, the result follows.
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3. A PARALLEL BETWEEN BANACH SPACES AND OPERATORS
This section comes from [5].
3.1 Introduction
In this subsection, H is always a fixed separable, infinite dimensional, complex
Hilbert space, and B(H) is the algebra of all operators (i.e., bounded linear trans-
formations) on H. The ideal of compact operators in B(H) is denoted by K(H). If
H1 and H2 are Hilbert spaces, then B(H1,H2) denotes the set of all operators from
H1 into H2.
Usually the connection between the theory of Banach spaces and the theory of
operators on Hilbert space involve the study of spaces of operators as Banach spaces
and vice versa, Banach spaces as subspaces of B(H), or operators on Banach space
as generalization of operators on Hilbert space. The purpose of this section is to
illustate that new insights into operator theory can also be obtained from the theory
of Banach spaces via the following Replacement Rule:
Every Banach space is replaced by an operator, a complemented subspace of a
Banach space is replaced by a reducing part of the corresponding operator, and an
operator between Banach spaces is replaced by an operator intertwining the corre-
sponding operators.
Using this Replacement Rule, we investigate the analogs in operator theory of
(i) the problem of complementable universal Banach spaces and (ii) ultraproducts of
Banach spaces. The main consequences of this investigation are
(I) a coordinate free characterization of quasidiagonal operators with essential
spectra contained in the unit circle (i.e., a characterization that does not re-
quire one to find a decomposition of the space into finite dimensional subspaces
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or to find an appropriate sequence of projections converging strongly to the
identity in order to determine that a given operator with essential spectrum
contained in the unit circle is quasidiagonal.);
(II) the following result: Suppose that T1, T2 ∈ B(H). If λ ≥ 1 and
T2 ∈ {ST1S−1 : S ∈ B(H) with ‖S‖‖S−1‖ ≤ λ}−‖‖, (3.1)
then there exists a sequence (Sn)n≥1 of invertible operators on H with
‖Sn‖‖S−1n ‖ ≤ λ such that lim
n→∞
‖T2−SnT1S−1n ‖ = 0 and T2−SnT1S−1n ∈ K(H).;
and
(III) an alternative proof of Hadwin’s characterization [19] of the SOT, WOT and
∗-SOT closure of the unitary orbit of a given operator on H.
The author later became aware that the proof of (II) answers affirmatively the fol-
lowing questions of Hadwin (see Question 1 and 9 in [20].)
Hadwin defined two operators T1, T2 ∈ B(H) to be approximately similar if there
exists λ ≥ 1 satisfying (3.1) above. He asked whether or not T1, T2 ∈ B(H) are
approximately similar (if and) only if there exist n ≥ 1 and B1, B2, . . . , Bn ∈ B(H)
such that B1 = T1, Bn = T2 and for each 1 ≤ k < n, Bk is either similar or
approximately unitarily equivalent to Bk+1. Hadwin also asked that in case this is
true, can we find one n ≥ 1 that is valid for all T1 and T2 that are approximately
similar.
He pointed out that if there exists such n ≥ 1, it has to be at least 4 (see Example
1 in [20]) and that n = 4 is valid under the assumption that the unital C∗-algebra
generated by T1 and the unital C
∗-algebra generated by T2 are both disjoint from
K(H) except for 0. From the proof of (II), we obtain that n = 4 is valid without this
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assumption. Indeed, we obtain that if T1 and T2 are approximately similar, then T1
is approximately unitarily equivalent to an operator T ′1 ∈ B(H) that is similar to an
operator T ′2 ∈ B(H) that is approximately unitarily equivalent to T2.
In Subsection 2, we consider the complementably universality problem for Banach
spaces (see Problem 1 below), and we find an analogous problem in operator theory
(see Problem 3 below). Then by adapting (via the above Replacement Rule) the
proof of a universality result of Johnson and Szankowski in [23], we obtain a partial
solution to Problem 3 (see Theorem 3.5). This partial solution yields (I) above (see
Corollary 3.9).
In Subsection 3, we consider ultraproducts of operators on Hilbert space, and use
them, together with the Calkin representation [8] and Voiculescu’s theorem [41], to
obtain (II) and (III) above (see Theorem 3.16 and Theorem 3.17, respectively). The
connection of the results in this subsection to the theory of Banach spaces is not clear
at all at the first glance. But all the results were indeed inspired by ultraproducts
of Banach spaces and the closely related concept of finite representability of Banach
spaces. See the end of the subsection. I later became aware that the technique used
in this subsection is similar to that used in [15, Section 3].
We begin by introducing some terminology and notation that will be needed in
what follows.
Subspaces are always assumed to be norm closed. Throughout this chapter,
we will systematically use the symbols X, Y, Z for Banach spaces, A,B, S, T for
operators, K for a compact operator, W for a unitary operator between Hilbert
spaces, P,Q for idempotents, and I for the identity operator on a Banach space.
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A. Operator theory
Let T1 ∈ B(H1) and T2 ∈ B(H2). An operator A ∈ B(H1,H2) intertwines T1 and
T2 if AT1 = T2A.
The operators T1 and T2 are compalent [36], denoted by T1
c∼ T2, if there exist a
unitary operator W ∈ B(H1,H2) and a compact operator K ∈ K(H2) such that
T2 = WT1W
∗ +K.
T1 and T2 are approximately unitarily equivalent [41], denoted by T1 'a T2, if there
exists a sequence (Wn)n≥1 of unitary operators in B(H1,H2) such that T2−WnT1W ∗n ∈
K(H2) for all n ≥ 1 and
lim
k→∞
‖T2 −WkT1W ∗k ‖ = 0.
T1 and T2 are unitarily equivalent, denoted by T1 ∼= T2, if there exists a unitary
operator W ∈ B(H1,H2) such that T2 = WT1W ∗. The unitary orbit of an operator
T ∈ B(H) is defined by
U(T ) := {T0 ∈ B(H) : T ∼= T0}.
Let T ∈ B(H) and let M be a subspace of H. An operator T0 ∈ B(M) is a
restriction of T if M is invariant under T and T0 = T |M; T0 is a reducing part of T
if moreover M is a reducing subspace for T , i.e., invariant under T and T ∗; T0 is a
compression of T if T0 = PT |M, where P is the orthogonal projection from H onto
M.
The operator T is block diagonal [21] if it is unitarily equivalent to a countably
infinite direct sum of operators each of which acts on a finite dimensional Hilbert
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space; T is quasidiagonal [21] if it is the sum of a block diagonal operator and a
compact operator; T is subnormal if it is the restriction of a normal operator; T is
contractive if ‖T‖ ≤ 1. A contractive operator is called a contraction.
Let pi be the quotient map from B(H) onto B(H)/K(H). We write ‖T‖e :=
‖pi(T )‖ and σe(T ) := σ(pi(T )) for the essential norm and the essential spectrum of
T , respectively. A representation ρ on a Hilbert space H0 of a unital C∗-algebra A is
a ∗-homomorphism from A into B(H0). We say that ρ is unital if ρ(1) = I. If a ∈ A
then the unital C∗-subalgebra of A generated by a is denoted by C∗(a).
As usual, the strong operator topology is denoted by SOT and the weak operator
topology is denoted by WOT. A net {Tα}α∈Λ of operators in B(H) converges in the
∗-strong operator topology if both Tα → T and T ∗α → T ∗ in SOT. This topology is
denoted by ∗-SOT.
The following known lemmas are stated here for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 3.1 ([21], page 903). Every contractive quasidiagonal opeator is the sum of
a contractive block diagonal operator and a compact operator.
Lemma 3.2 ([40], Corollary 3.3). Let H1 and H2 be complex Hilbert spaces. If
T1 ∈ B(H1) and T2 ∈ B(H2) have disjoint essential spectra and A ∈ B(H1,H2)
intertwines T1 and T2, then A is compact.
The following proposition may not have been noticed before and will be used in
Theorem 3.5.
Proposition 3.3. Let A ∈ B(H). If I ∈ {K ∈ K(H) : KA = AK, K∗ = K}−SOT
then A is block diagonal.
Proof. By assumption, there is a net (Kα) of self-adjoint compact operators on H
commuting with A converging in SOT to I. Let (α) be a net of positive numbers
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converging to 0 (e.g., take α =
∑∞
n=1
1
2n
min(‖(Kα − I)xn‖, 1) where (xn)n≥1 is a
dense sequence in the unit ball of H)
Let E be the spectral measure of Kα and let Pα = E(R\[−α, α]), the spectral
projection of the given set. Note that Pα commutes with A, since Pα is a sum of
orthogonal projections onto ker(Kα − λI) and Kα commutes with both A and A∗.
Since Pαx is the best approximation of x by elements of PαH,
‖x− Pαx‖ ≤ ‖x− PαKαx‖ ≤ ‖x−Kαx‖+ ‖(I − Pα)Kαx‖
= ‖x−Kαx‖+ ‖E([−α, α])Kαx‖
≤ ‖x−Kαx‖+ α‖x‖ → 0,
for all x ∈ H. Thus, Pα → I in SOT. But Pα commutes with A and PαH is finite
dimensional (by compactness of Kα). Therefore,
I ∈ {P ∈ B(H) : P is a finite rank orthogonal projection and PA = AP}−SOT .
Since this set of P is uniformly bounded, there exists a sequence (Pn)n≥1 of finite
rank orthogonal projections converging in SOT to I ∈ B(H) and commuting with A.
Let Qn be the orthogonal projection from H onto the closed subspace of H generated
by P1H∪ . . .∪ PnH. Then Qn → I in SOT, and Qk ≤ Qk+1 and Qk commutes with
A for all k ≥ 1. Hence, A is block diagonal.
Remark. One consequence of this result is that a reducing part of a block diagonal
operator is also block diagonal, which is perhaps a known fact.
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B. Theory of Banach spaces
Two Banach spaces X and Y are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism from
X onto Y , i.e., a linear homeomorphism from X onto Y . A subspace Z of X is
said to be complemented if there is an idempotent from X onto Z. We say that the
Banach space X has the bounded compact approximation property (BCAP) if there
is a uniformly bounded net of compact operators on X converging in SOT to I.
General results in operator theory can be found in [12] and [37]. For an intro-
duction to compalence of operators, the reader is referred to [36]. General results in
the theory of Banach spaces can be found in [26] and [11].
3.2 Universal Banach spaces and universal operators
The motivation for the work in this subsection derives from the following classical
problem in the theory of Banach spaces.
Problem 1. For a given class C of separable Banach spaces, does there exist a
separable Banach space X such that every Banach space in C is isomorphic to a
complemented subspace of X?
The Replacement Rule introduced at the beginning of this subsection suggests
that an analog of this problem in operator theory could be
Problem 2. For a given class C of uniformly bounded operators in B(H) (i.e.,
sup{‖T‖ : T ∈ C} < ∞), does there exist an operator T ∈ B(H) such that ev-
ery operator in C is unitarily equivalent to a reducing part of T?
The answer is trivially yes, if C is countable, by considering the direct sum of all
operators in C. On the other hand, the answer is no even for the class {αI : α ∈ [0, 1]}
(which is uncountable). To see this, suppose that T ∈ B(H) and that for every
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α ∈ [0, 1], there is an infinite dimensional reducing subspace Hα for T such that
T |Hα = αI. Letting Pα be the orthogonal projection onto Hα, we have
TPαPβ = T |HαPαPβ = αPαPβ.
Similarly, we have PαTPβ = βPαPβ. But since T commutes with Pα, it follows that
PαPβ = 0 if α 6= β. Therefore, Hα ⊥ Hβ if α 6= β. Since there are uncountably
many α, this implies that H is not separable, which is a contradiction.
In general, the answer to Problem 2 is no. Thus, we might obtain a more inter-
esting problem if we replace unitary equivalence with a weaker equivalence, namely
with compalence.
Problem 3. For a given class C of uniformly bounded operators in B(H), does there
exist an operator T ∈ B(H) such that every operator in C is compalent to a reducing
part of T?
Is there, for instance, an operator T ∈ B(H) for which every multiple of I ∈ B(H)
by a scalar in [0, 1] is compalent to a reducing part of T?
The answer is yes. An example is given by a diagonal operator T with diagonal
entries α1, α2, . . . in R satisfying {αn : n ≥ 1}− = [0, 1]. Then for each α ∈ [0, 1],
there is a subsequence (αnk)k≥1 converging to α. Hence, αI is a compact perturbation
of a diagonal operator B with diagonal entries αn1 , αn2 , . . .. But B is (unitarily
equivalent to) a reducing part of T , and therefore, αI is compalent to a reducing
part of T . Is there an operator T ∈ B(H) for which every multiple of the unilateral
shift (of multiplicity 1) by a scalar in [0, 1] is compalent to a reducing part of T?
(See Corollary 3.10 below.) What about the bilateral shift?
For the class (CQD) of contractive quasidiagonal operators, we give below an
affirmative answer to Problem 3. This yields, in particular, an affirmative answer
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to the preceding question about the bilateral shift, since every normal operator is
quasidiagonal [21, page 903].
Theorem 3.4. There is a contractive quasidiagonal operator T ∈ B(H) such that
every contractive quasidiagonal operator is compalent to a reducing part of T .
Proof. For each n ≥ 1, let (Ti,n)i≥1 be a dense sequence in the unit ball of B(Hn),
where Hn is an n-dimensional Hilbert space. Then set
T =
⊕
i,n≥1
Ti,n.
If A is a contractive quasidiagonal operator then by Lemma 3.1, A is a compact
perturbation of a contractive block diagonal operator B. It can be easily checked
that B is compalent to a reducing part of T . Therefore, A is compalent to a reducing
part of T .
Remark. The construction of T in Theorem 3.4 is the same as the construction of
the universal operator in [22, Corollary 4.2]. But the notion of universality in [22,
Corollary 4.2], when restricted to (CQD), is weaker than that in Theorem 3.4.
The main result of this subsection is that under an additional assumption, the
quasidiagonal operators actually characterize the existence of a universal operator.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that C is a collection of uniformly bounded operators in
B(H) such that σe(S1) ∩ σe(S2) = ∅ for all S1, S2 ∈ C, S1 6= S2. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
(i) There exists an operator T ∈ B(H) such that every operator in C is compalent
to a reducing part of T .
(ii) Every operator in C outside a countable subset is quasidiagonal.
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Remarks. In Theorem 3.5, we can replace uniform boundedness of C by essential
uniform boundedness, i.e., sup{‖T‖e : T ∈ C} < ∞. A slightly stronger statement
of Theorem 3.4 is also true: There is a contractive quasidiagonal operator T ∈ B(H)
such that every quasidiagonal operator with essential norm at most 1 is compalent
to a reducing part of T .
The universality result mentioned in the introduction that led to Theorem 3.5 is
the following.
Theorem 3.6 ([23], Section II). There is no separable Banach space X such that
every separable Banach space is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of X.
The proof in [23] uses the following fact about Banach spaces: There are separable
Banach spaces Ep where 1 < p < ∞ such that (a) Ep fails the BCAP for every
1 < p < ∞ and (b) if q < r then every operator from a subspace of Er into Eq is
compact. Then the result follows from the following lemma. (This lemma is in fact
not stated in [23] but is extracted from the original proof of Theorem 3.6 in [23].)
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that Ep is a separable Banach space where 1 < p < ∞ such
that
(a) Ep fails the BCAP for each 1 < p <∞, and
(b) if q < r then every operator from Er to Eq is compact.
Then there is no separable Banach space X such that for every 1 < p < ∞, Ep is
isomorphic to a complemented subspace of X.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a separable Banach space X such that
for every 1 < p <∞, Ep is isomorphic to a complemented subspace Yp of X. Letting
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Qp be an idempotent from X onto Yp, we have that there exist M ∈ IN and an
uncountable set A ⊂ (1,∞) so that ‖Qp‖ ≤M for each p ∈ A .
For each p ∈ A , since Ep fails the BCAP, Yp fails the BCAP so I /∈ {K : Yp →
Yp : K is compact and ‖K‖ ≤M2}−SOT . Thus, there is an SOT-open neighborhood
of I on Yp that is disjoint from {K : Yp → Yp : K is compact and ‖K‖ ≤ M2}. By
the definition of SOT, this means that there exist a finite set (ypi )
n(p)
i=1 of unit vectors
in Yp and p > 0 so that there is no compact operator K on Yp for which ‖K‖ ≤M2
and ‖ypi − Kypi ‖ < p for 1 ≤ i ≤ n(p). Choose an uncountable subset B of A so
that n(p) is constant (say = n) on B and inf
p∈B
p =  > 0.
Since B is uncountable and X is separable, there exist q < r in B so that
‖yqi − yri ‖ < (M +M2)−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let K0 : Yr → Yr be the restriction of QrQq
to Yr. Then the following properties of K0 are valid.
(i) K0 is compact, since Qq|Yr : Yr → Yq is compact by assumption (b);
(ii) ‖K0‖ ≤M2; and
(iii) ‖yri −K0yri ‖ < r for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Indeed,
‖yri −K0yri ‖ = ‖yri −QrQqyri ‖
= ‖Qryri −QrQqyri ‖
≤ M‖(I −Qq)yri ‖
= M‖(I −Qq)(yri − yqi )‖ ≤M(1 +M)‖yri − yqi ‖ <  ≤ r.
These properties of K0 contradict the choice of (y
r
i )
n
i=1 and the proof is complete.
The preceding lemma can be adapted to the context of operator theory via the
Replacement Rule.
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Lemma 3.8. Suppose that (Sα)α∈Λ is an uncountable indexed collection of non-
quasidiagonal operators such that
(a) Sα is not quasidiagonal for each α ∈ Λ and
(b) if β 6= γ then every operator intertwining Sβ and Sγ is compact.
Then there is no operator T ∈ B(H) such that for every α ∈ Λ, Sα is compalent to
a reducing part of T .
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is an operator T ∈ B(H) such that for
every α ∈ Λ, Sα is compalent to a reducing part Tα := T |Hα of T where Hα is a
reducing subspace for T . Let Pα be the orthogonal projection from H onto Hα.
For each α ∈ Λ, since Sα is not quasidiagonal, Tα is not block diagonal, so by
Proposition 3.3, I /∈ {K ∈ K(H) : KTα = TαK and K∗ = K}−SOT . Thus, there is
an SOT-open neighborhood of I ∈ B(H) that is disjoint from {K ∈ K(H) : KTα =
TαK and K
∗ = K}. By definition of SOT, this means that there exist a finite set
(xαi )
n(α)
i=1 of unit vectors in Hα and α > 0 so that there is no self-adjoint compact
operator K on Hα commuting with Tα for which ‖xαi −Kxαi ‖ < α for 1 ≤ i ≤ n(α).
Choose an uncountable subset B of Λ so that n(α) is constant (say = n) on B and
inf
α∈B
α =  > 0.
Since B is uncountable and H is separable, there exist β 6= γ in B so that
‖xβi − xγi ‖ <  for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let K0 ∈ B(Hγ) be the restriction of PγPβ to Hγ.
Then the following properties of K0 are valid.
(i) K0 is self-adjoint.
(ii) K0 is compact. Indeed, Pβ|Hγ intertwines Tγ and Tβ and thus is compact by
assumption.
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(iii) K0 commutes with Tγ. Indeed, since Hβ and Hγ are reducing subspaces for T ,
Pβ and Pγ commute with T . Thus, PγPβT = TPγPβ and so PγPβ|HγT |Hγ =
T |HγPγPβ|Hγ . Hence, K0Tγ = TγK0.
(iv) ‖xγi −K0xγi ‖ < γ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Indeed,
‖xγi −K0xγi ‖ = ‖xγi − PγPβxγi ‖
= ‖Pγxγi − PγPβxγi ‖
≤ ‖(I − Pβ)xγi ‖ = ‖(I − Pβ)(xγi − xβi )‖ ≤ ‖xγi − xβi ‖ <  ≤ γ.
These properties of K0 contradict the choice of (x
γ
i )
n
i=1 and the proof is complete.
The replacements needed to transform Lemma 3.7 and its proof to Lemma 3.8
and its proof are
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Lemma 3.7 Lemma 3.8
Ep Sα
X T
Yp Tα
Qp Pα
(ypi )
n(p)
i=1 (x
α
i )
n(α)
i=1
K : Yp → Yp compact K ∈ K(H) commuting with Tα,
i.e, K ∈ K(H) intertwining Tα and Tα
B B
Also, Ep failing the BCAP is replaced by Sα not being quasidiagonal. This is because
Ep failing the BCAP means that for every M > 0,
I /∈ {K : Ep → Ep : K is compact and ‖K‖ ≤M}−SOT ,
which, according to the Replacement Rule, could be replaced by
I /∈ {K ∈ K(H) : KSα = SαK and ‖K‖ ≤M}−SOT .
But in the context of operator theory, it is natural to add the condition that K∗ = K,
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so Ep failing the BCAP could be replaced by
I /∈ {K ∈ K(H) : KSα = SαK, ‖K‖ ≤M and K∗ = K}−SOT ,
which is equivalent to Sα not being block diagonal by Proposition 3.3. But BCAP
preserves isomorphism whereas block diagonality does not preserve compalence. So
Ep failing the BCAP should be replaced by Sα not being quasidiagonal.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. That (ii)⇒(i) follows easily from Theorem 3.4. To prove Not
(ii)⇒Not (i), suppose that (ii) is not true, i.e., there are uncountably many non-
quasidiagonal operators in C. By assumption and Lemma 3.2, every operator in-
tertwining two different operators in C is compact. Thus, by Lemma 3.8, (i) is not
true.
We conclude this subsection with two corollaries of Theorem 3.5. The first one
is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.5 while the second one easily follows from the
first one since a Fredholm operator that is quasidiagonal must have index 0.
Corollary 3.9. Let T0 ∈ B(H) with σe(T0) ⊂ {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}. Then T0 is
quasidiagonal if and only if there is an operator T ∈ B(H) such that for every
α ∈ [0, 1], αT0 is compalent to a reducing part of T .
Corollary 3.10. Let U be the unilateral shift. There is no operator T ∈ B(H) such
that for every α ∈ [0, 1], αU is compalent to a reducing part of T . In particular,
there is no operator T ∈ B(H) such that every contraction in B(H) is compalent to
a reducing part of T .
3.3 Ultraproducts of operators
We begin by recalling from [38] a slight reformulation of the construction of the
Calkin representation in the language of ultraproducts.
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Let U be a free ultrafilter on IN. If (an)n≥1 is a bounded sequence in C, then its
ultralimit through U is denoted by lim
n,U
an. Consider the Banach space
HU := l∞(H)/
{
(xn)n≥1 ∈ l∞(H) : lim
n,U
‖xn‖ = 0
}
.
If (xn)n≥1 ∈ l∞(H) then its image in HU is denoted by (xn)U , and it can be easily
checked that
‖(xn)U ‖ = lim
n,U
‖xn‖.
Moreover, HU is, in fact, a Hilbert space with inner product
〈(xn)U , (yn)U 〉 = lim
n,U
〈xn, yn〉.
But HU is nonseparable (see, e.g., [11, Proposition 8.5]).
If (Tn)n≥1 is a bounded sequence in B(H), then its ultraproduct (T1, T2, . . .)U ∈
B(HU ) is defined by (xn)U 7→ (Tnxn)U . If T ∈ B(H) then its ultrapower TU ∈
B(HU ) is defined by (xn)U 7→ (Txn)U . It is easy to see that
(T1, T2, . . .)
∗
U = (T
∗
1 , T
∗
2 , . . .)U ,
and in particular, (TU )∗ = (T ∗)U .
We pause here for a while to show that the strong limit of a sequence of normal
operators on H is subnormal, using the ultraproduct construction. A stronger result
was proven in [3, Theorem 3.3] and also in [9] where the strong limit of a net of normal
operators on H was shown to be subnormal. Suppose that (Tn)n≥1 is a sequence of
normal operators on H converging in SOT to T ∈ B(H). The uniform boundedness
principle gives sup
n≥1
‖Tn‖ < ∞. Hence, the ultraproduct (T1, T2, . . .)U is well defined
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and is normal. Moreover, {(x)U : x ∈ H} is invariant under this operator, and
T ∼= (T1, T2, . . .)U |{(x)U :x∈H}. Therefore, T is subnormal.
Consider the subspace
Ĥ :=
{
(xn)U ∈ HU : w- lim
n,U
xn = 0
}
.
Here w- lim
n,U
xn is the weak limit of (xn)n≥1 through U , i.e., the unique element x ∈ H
such that
〈x, y〉 = lim
n,U
〈xn, y〉, y ∈ H.
Note that {(x)U : x ∈ H}⊥ = Ĥ, and thus,
Ĥ⊥ = {(x)U : x ∈ H}.
The orthogonal projection from HU onto Ĥ⊥ is given by (xn)U 7→ (w- lim
k,U
xk)U . We
shall identify the space Ĥ⊥ with H in the natural way. So we have HU = H⊕ Ĥ.
For T ∈ B(H), Ĥ is a reducing subspace for TU and define T̂ ∈ B(Ĥ) by
T̂ := TU |Ĥ.
Thus, we have
TU = T ⊕ T̂
with respect to the decomposition HU = H⊕ Ĥ.
Note that K̂ = 0 for K ∈ K(H). (The proof uses the fact that every sequence
in a compact metric space converges to an element through U .) The map f :
B(H)/K(H)→ B(Ĥ) defined by pi(T ) 7→ T̂ is the Calkin representation.
Theorem 3.11 ([8], Theorem 5.5). The map f is an isometric ∗-isomorphism into
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B(Ĥ).
The following lemma will be useful throughout this subsection.
Lemma 3.12. Let T1, T3 ∈ B(H) and let T2, T4 be operators on a (not necessarily
separable) Hilbert space H˜. If T1 ⊕ T2 ∼= T3 ⊕ T4 then there is a separable reducing
subspace M for both T2 and T4 such that
T1 ⊕ (T2|M) ∼= T3 ⊕ (T4|M).
Proof. Let W be a unitary operator on H⊕ H˜ such that
W (T1 ⊕ T2) = (T3 ⊕ T4)W.
Let
N = {Sy : y ∈ H ⊕ {0} and S ∈ C∗(T1 ⊕ T2, T3 ⊕ T4,W )}−‖‖,
where C∗(T1 ⊕ T2, T3 ⊕ T4,W ) is the unital C∗-subalgebra of B(H ⊕ H˜) generated
by T1 ⊕ T2, T3 ⊕ T4 and W . Then N is a separable reducing subspace for T1 ⊕ T2,
T3 ⊕ T4 and W . Since H ⊕ {0} ⊂ N , there exists a subspace M ⊂ H˜ such that
N = H⊕M, and thusM is a separable reducing subspace for T2 and T4. Moreover,
since N reduces W , W |N is a unitary operator on N and satisfies
(W |N )(T1 ⊕ (T2|M)) = (T3 ⊕ (T4|M))(W |N ).
Therefore,
T1 ⊕ (T2|M) ∼= T3 ⊕ (T4|M).
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The Calkin representation yields an alternative proof of the following known
result (see, e.g., [36, Theorem 2.29]):
If T,K ∈ K(H) and T 'a K then T⊕0H ∼= K⊕0H, where 0H is the zero operator
on H.
Since T 'a K, there exists a sequence (Wn)n≥1 of unitary operators on H such
that lim
n→∞
‖T −WnKW ∗n‖ = 0. Thus,
TU = (W1KW
∗
1 ,W2KW
∗
2 , . . .)U = (W1,W2, . . .)UK
U (W1,W2, . . .)
∗
U ,
and so TU ∼= KU . Since T,K ∈ K(H), this implies that
T ⊕ 0Ĥ = T ⊕ T̂ = TU ∼= KU = K ⊕ K̂ = K ⊕ 0Ĥ.
By Lemma 3.12, T ⊕ 0H ∼= K ⊕ 0H.
Let us recall a result of Voiculescu.
Theorem 3.13 ([41], Theorem 1.3). Let T ∈ B(H) and let ρ be a unital representa-
tion of C∗(pi(T )) on a separable Hilbert space Hρ. Then T 'a T ⊕ ρ(pi(T )).
If T ∈ B(H) and M is a separable reducing subspace for T̂ , then pi(S) → Ŝ|M
defines a unital representation of C∗(pi(T )) on M. Applying Theorem 3.13 to this
representation, we obtain
Theorem 3.14. Let T ∈ B(H) and let M be a separable reducing subspace for T̂ .
Then T 'a T ⊕ (T̂ |M).
Theorem 3.15. If T1, T2 ∈ B(H) then T1 'a T2 if and only if TU1 ∼= TU2 .
Proof. If T1 'a T2 then from a similar argument as in the discussion preceding
Theorem 3.13, we have TU1
∼= TU2 . Conversely, suppose that TU1 ∼= TU2 . Then
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T1 ⊕ T̂1 ∼= T2 ⊕ T̂2, and thus by Lemma 3.12, there exists a separable reducing
subspace M for both T̂1 and T̂2 such that
T1 ⊕ (T̂1|M) ∼= T2 ⊕ (T̂2|M).
Thus, by Theorem 3.14, we obtain T1 'a T2.
Although we will not make use of Theorem 3.15, the proofs of the results below
resemble the proof of this theorem.
Let H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces and let λ ≥ 1. Then two operators T1 ∈ B(H1)
and T2 ∈ B(H2) are λ-similar if there is an invertible operator S ∈ B(H1,H2) such
that T2 = ST1S
−1 and ‖S‖‖S−1‖ ≤ λ.
Theorem 3.16. Suppose that T1, T2 ∈ B(H). If λ ≥ 1 and
T2 ∈ {ST1S−1 : S ∈ B(H) with ‖S‖‖S−1‖ ≤ λ}−‖‖,
then there exists a sequence (Sn)n≥1 of invertible operators on H with ‖Sn‖‖S−1n ‖ ≤ λ
such that lim
n→∞
‖T2 − SnT1S−1n ‖ = 0 and T2 − SnT1S−1n ∈ K(H).
Proof. Let (Rn)n≥1 be a sequence in B(H) with ‖Rn‖‖R−1n ‖ ≤ λ such that lim
n→∞
‖T2−
RnT1R
−1
n ‖ = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ‖Rn‖ ≤ λ and
‖R−1n ‖ ≤ 1, so that sup
n≥1
‖Rn‖, sup
n≥1
‖R−1n ‖ <∞. Then
TU2 = (R1T1R
−1
1 , R2T1R
−1
2 , R3T1R
−1
3 , . . .)U
= (R1, R2, R3, . . .)U T
U
1 (R1, R2, R3, . . .)
−1
U .
Hence, TU1 is λ-similar to T
U
2 , and so T1⊕ T̂1 is λ-similar to T2⊕ T̂2. By a variation of
Lemma 3.12, there exists a separable reducing subspace M for both T̂1 and T̂2 such
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that T1⊕(T̂1|M) is λ-similar to T2⊕(T̂2|M). By Theorem 3.14, the result follows.
The preceding theorem was proven in [41] for λ = 1 (i.e., T2 ∈ U(T1)−‖‖ ⇒ T1 'a
T2) by applying Theorem 3.13 in a different way.
The rest of this subsection is mainly devoted to proving Theorem 3.17 below.
In the sequel, when we say that an operator T1 ∈ B(H) is a restriction of another
operator T2 ∈ B(H), we mean that T1 is unitarily equivalent to a restriction of T2.
We do the same thing for compression and reducing part. This is to simplify our
presentation.
Theorem 3.17 ([18], Theorem 4.3 and [19], Theorem 4.4). Let T ∈ B(H). Then
U(T )−SOT = {B ∈ B(H) : B is a restriction of an operator in U(T )−‖‖}, (3.2)
U(T )−WOT = {B ∈ B(H) : B is a compression of an operator in U(T )−‖‖},
U(T )−∗-SOT = {B ∈ B(H) : B is a reducing part of an operator in U(T )−‖‖}.
The idea of this result is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.18. Let (Tn)n≥1 be a sequence in B(H) and let B ∈ B(H).
(1) If Tn → B in SOT then B is a restriction of (T1, T2, . . .)U .
(2) If Tn → B in WOT then B is a compression of (T1, T2, . . .)U .
(3) If Tn → B in ∗-SOT then B is a redcing part of (T1, T2, . . .)U .
Proof. By the uniform boundedness principle, sup
n≥1
‖Tn‖ < ∞, so the ultraproduct
(T1, T2, . . .)U is well defined.
If Tn → B in SOT then {(x)U : x ∈ H} is invariant under (T1, T2, . . .)U , and
B ∼= (T1, T2, . . .)U |{(x)U :x∈H}.
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Suppose that Tn → B in WOT. Recall that the orthogonal projection from HU
onto {(x)U : x ∈ H} is given by (xn)U 7→ (w- lim
k,U
xk)U . Thus, the compression of
(T1, T2, . . .)U to {(x)U : x ∈ H} is given by (x)U 7→ (w- lim
k,U
Tkx)U = (Bx)U . Hence,
B is a compression of (T1, T2, . . .)U .
If Tn → B in ∗-SOT then {(x)U : x ∈ H} is a reducing subspace for (T1, T2, . . .)U ,
and B ∼= (T1, T2, . . .)U |{(x)U :x∈H}.
Proof of Theorem 3.17. If B ∈ U(T )−SOT then there exists a sequence (Wn)n≥1 of
unitary operators in B(H) such that WnTW ∗n → B in SOT. Thus, by Lemma 3.18,
B is a restriction of (W1TW
∗
1 ,W2TW
∗
2 , . . .)U
∼= TU ∼= T ⊕ T̂ . Hence, there exists a
separable reducing subspaceM for T̂ such that B is a restriction of T ⊕ (T̂ |M). But
by Theorem 3.14, T ⊕ (T̂ |M) 'a T . Therefore, one inclusion of (3.2) is proven.
The proof of the other inclusion here is more or less the same as that in [19],
but we include it here for self-containedness. To prove this inclusion, it suffices to
show that if B is a restriction of T , then B ∈ U(T )−SOT . This is an immediate
consequence of the next lemma. Thus, the proof of (3.2) is complete.
The proofs of the other assertions are similar using some variations of the next
lemma.
Lemma 3.19. Suppose that T ∈ B(H⊕H) and that H⊕{0} is an invariant subspace
for T . Let B = T |H⊕{0} ∈ B(H ⊕ {0}). Then there exists a sequence (Wn)n≥1 of
unitary operators in B(H⊕H,H⊕ {0}) such that WnTW ∗n → B in SOT.
Proof. Let Pn be a sequence of finite-rank orthogonal projections converging in SOT
to the identity operator on H. Let Wn : H ⊕ H → H ⊕ {0} be a unitary operator
such that
Wn(x, 0) = (x, 0), x ∈ PnH.
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Then
Wn[(I − Pn)H⊕H] = (I − Pn)H⊕ {0}.
For x ∈ PnH,
(B −WnTW ∗n)(x, 0) = B(x, 0)−WnT (x, 0)
= B(x, 0)−WnB(x, 0)
= B(x, 0)−Wn(Pn ⊕ 0)B(x, 0)
−Wn((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(x, 0)
= B(x, 0)− (Pn ⊕ 0)B(x, 0)
−Wn((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(x, 0)
= ((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(x, 0)−Wn((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(x, 0),
and thus,
‖(B −WnTW ∗n)(x, 0)‖ ≤ 2‖((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(x, 0)‖, x ∈ PnH.
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Hence, for x ∈ H,
‖(B −WnTW ∗n)(x, 0)‖ ≤ ‖(B −WnTW ∗n)(Pnx, 0)‖
+‖(B −WnTW ∗n)((I − Pn)x, 0)‖
≤ 2‖((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(Pnx, 0)‖
+‖B −WnTW ∗n‖‖(I − Pn)x‖
≤ 2‖((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(x, 0)‖
+2‖((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B((I − Pn)x, 0)‖
+‖B −WnTW ∗n‖‖(I − Pn)x‖
≤ 2‖((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(x, 0)‖
+2‖((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B((I − Pn)x, 0)‖
+(‖B‖+ ‖T‖)‖(I − Pn)x‖
≤ 2‖((I − Pn)⊕ 0)B(x, 0)‖+ 2‖B‖‖(I − Pn)x‖
+(‖B‖+ ‖T‖)‖(I − Pn)x‖ → 0,
as n→∞. Therefore, WnTW ∗n → B in SOT.
The following result seems to be known. (The results in [10] are somewhat related
to this result.)
Theorem 3.20. Let T1, T2 ∈ B(H). Suppose that there is a sequence (Pn)n≥1 of
finite rank orthogonal projections on H such that Pn → I in SOT and PnT1|PnH is a
restriction (resp. compression, reducing part) of T2. Then T1 is a restriction (resp.
compression, reducing part) of an operator in U(T2)−‖‖.
Proof. The operator T1 is a reducing part of (P1T1|P1H, P2T1|P2H, P3T1|P3H)U via the
map x 7→ (Pnx)U . Hence, by assumption, T1 is a restriction of TU2 ∼= T2 ⊕ T̂2. Then
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we can find a separable reducing subspace M for T̂2 such that T1 is a restriction of
T2⊕ (T̂2|M). But by Theorem 3.13, T2⊕ (T̂2|M) 'a T2. Thus, the result follows.
We conclude by briefly explaining how the work in this subsection was de-
rived. Suppose that the Banach spaces X1, X2, . . . have been replaced by oper-
ators T1, T2, . . . ∈ B(H), respectively. This suggests to replace the ultraproduct
(X1, X2, . . .)U by the operator (T1, T2, . . .)U . In other words, the ultraproduct of
Banach spaces should be replaced by the ultraproduct of the corresponding opera-
tors. The preceding result was motivated by the concept of finite representability of
Banach spaces (see, e.g., [11, Chapter 8]), which is closely related to ultraproducts
of Banach spaces. The other results Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.16 and the proof
of Theorem 3.17 were inspired by the proof of the preceding result.
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4. ASYMPTOTIC ∗-MOMENTS OF SOME RANDOM VANDERMONDE
MATRICES
This section comes from [6].
4.1 Introduction
We consider the random Vandermonde matrix XN , whose (i, j)-th entry is
N−1/2ζji , where ζ1, . . . , ζN are independent with Haar measure distribution on the
unit circle. These have been studied in [30], [31], [34] and [35] and are of interest for
applications in finance, signal array processing, wireless communications and biology
(see [30] for references). In [30], Ryan and Debbah show that asymptotic moments
of X∗NXN , (namely, the limits
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr((X∗NXN)p),
where E is the expectation and tr is the normalized trace on matrix algebras), exist
and are given by sums of volumes of certain polytopes. They also compute some
of these asymptotic moments. In [34], Tucci and Whiting show among other things
that the asymptotic moments are given by
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr((X∗NXN)p) =
∫
xp dµ(x)
for a unique measure µ on [0,∞) with unbounded support. (This uses the Stieltjes
solution to the moment problem and a theorem of Carleman — for the former, see
p. 76 of [1].) Further results are proven in [31] and [35].
G. Tucci asked [33] whether XN is asymptotically R-diagonal with respect to the
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expectation of the trace. In this paper, we answer Tucci’s question negatively, but
show that XN has an asymptotic ∗-distribution as N → ∞, which is in fact the
∗-distribution of an element that is R-diagonal over the C∗-algebra C[0, 1].
To be precise, we show that, for all n ∈ N and all (1), . . . , (n) ∈ {1, ∗},
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr(X(1)N · · ·X(n)N )
exists and we describe this limiting ∗-moment using the notion of C[0, 1]-valued
R-diagonality.
Usual (or scalar-valued) R-diagonal elements are very natural in free probability
theory, and have been much studied; they were introduced by Nica and Speicher
in [29]. The algebra-valued version was introduced by S´niady and Speicher in [32]
and has been further studied in [7]. We will give the definition from [7], which is an
easy reformulation of one of the characterizations in [32].
The setting for algebra-valued R-diagonal elements is a B-valued
∗-noncommutative probability space (A, E), where B ⊆ A is a unital inclusion of
unital ∗-algebras and E : A→ B is a conditional expectation, namely, a B-bimodular
unital projection.
Definition 4.1.1. Given n ∈ N and  = ((1), . . . , (n)) ∈ {1, ∗}n, we define the
maximal alternating interval partition σ() to be the interval partition of {1, . . . , n}
whose blocks are the maximal interval subsets I of {1, . . . , n} such that if j ∈ I and
j + 1 ∈ I, then (j) 6= (j + 1).
For example, if  = {1, 1, ∗, 1, ∗, ∗}, then σ() = {{1}, {2, 3, 4, 5}, {6}}.
Definition 4.1.2. An element a ∈ A is B-valued R-diagonal if for every integer
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k ≥ 0 and every b1, . . . , b2k ∈ B we have
E(ab1a∗b2ab3a∗ · · · b2k−2ab2k−1a∗b2ka) = 0,
(namely, odd alternating moments vanish) and, for every integer n ≥ 1, every  ∈
{1, ∗}n and every choice of b1, b2, . . . bn ∈ B, we have
E
 ∏
I∈σ()
((∏
j∈I
bja
(j)
)
− E
(∏
j∈I
bja
(j)
)) = 0,
where in each of the three products above, the terms are taken in order of increasing
indices.
Note that the B-valued R-diagonality condition determines all of the B-valued
∗-moments
E(a(1)b1a(2) · · · bn−1a(n))
for n ∈ N, b1, . . . , bn−1 ∈ B and arbitrary (1), . . . , (n) ∈ {1, ∗}, in terms of the
alternating moments of even length, namely those when n is even and (j) 6= (j+1)
for all j.
Contents: The contents of the rest of the section are as follows. In Subsection 4.2,
we find asymptotics of diagonal entries of ∗-moments involving alternating XN and
X∗N with certain deterministic diagonal matrices between. In Subsection 4.3, we
prove our main result which characterizes arbitrary asymptotic ∗-moments of XN
based on C[0, 1]-valued R-diagonality. In Subsection 4.4, we prove results allowing
the asymptotic alternating ∗-moments of XN found in Subsection 4.2 to be computed
in terms of certain integrals and we show that XN is not asymptotically scalar-valued
R-diagonal.
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Notation: On matrix algebras, tr is the normalized trace and Tr is the usual trace.
For partitions pi1 and pi2 of the same set, pi1∨pi2 denotes their join in the lattice of all
partitions of the set. We say that a set S splits a partition pi if S is the union of some
of the blocks of pi. We write k1
pi∼ k2 to mean that k1 and k2 are in the same block of
pi. The restriction of a partition pi to a set K is the partition {S ∩K : S ∈ pi}\{∅},
and is denoted pi K . If i is a function with domain L, then ker i is the partition of
L such that `1 and `2 belong to the same block of ker i if and only if i(`1) = i(`2).
4.2 Asymptotic alternating C[0, 1]-valued ∗-moments.
In this subsection, we investigate alternating moments in XN and X
∗
N . More
specifically, we find the asymptotics of the expectations of diagonal elements of al-
ternating moments of even length, with certain non-random diagonal matrices inter-
spersed (see Proposition 4.1).
Let τ be the tracial state on C[0, 1] given by integration with Lebesgue measure.
Given n ∈ N, we let P(n) denote the lattice of all set partitions of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Thus pi ∈ P(n) if and only if pi is a collection of disjoint, nonempty sets whose union
is {1, . . . , n}. As usual, the elements of pi are called blocks of the partition, and |pi|
is the number of blocks in the partition. We will let Spi(j) denote the block of pi that
has j as an element.
For pi ∈ P(n) and g1, . . . gn ∈ C[0, 1], let Γpi(g1, . . . , gn) ∈ C[0, 1] be defined by
Γpi(g1, . . . , gn) =
∏
j∈Spi(1)
gj
∏
S∈pi\{Spi(1)}
τ
(∏
j∈S
gj
)
Thus,
τ
(
Γpi(g1, . . . , gn)
)
=
∏
S∈pi
τ
(∏
j∈S
gj
)
Given S ∈ pi, we let S ′ = S\{max(S)} be S without its largest element and we
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let
J = Jpi =
⋃
S∈pi
S ′. (4.1)
Thus |J | = n − |pi|. Naturally, we write S ′pi(j) for (Spi(j))′. For p ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
S ∈ pi, we write S ≤ p if and only if j ≤ p for every j ∈ S, and if this is not the case,
then we write S 6≤ p. Then
Ipi(p) := {j ∈ {1, . . . , p} : Spi(j) 6≤ p} ⊆ J.
If J = ∅, namely, if pi = 0n is the partition of {1, . . . , n} into singletons, then we
let
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1) =
n−1∏
j=1
gj,
where if n = 1 then we let Λpi() = 1 be the constant function 1. Otherwise, if J 6= ∅,
then for t ∈ [0, 1] we let
E(pi, t) =
(tj)j∈J ∈ R|J |
∣∣∣∣∣ ∀p ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, 0 ≤ t+ ∑
j∈Ipi(p)
tj ≤ 1
 ,
and we set
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)(t) =
∫
E(pi,t)
n−1∏
p=1
gp
(
t+
∑
j∈Ipi(p)
tj
) dλ((tj)j∈J),
where the integral is with respect to |J |-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Remark. Here is an alternative description of Λpi that is more natural. Assume
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pi ∈ P(n)\{0n} and let Φ : Rn−|pi| ×R→ Rn be the linear mapping given by
Φ((tj)j∈Jpi , t) =
(
t+
∑
j∈Ipi(p)
tj
)n
p=1
.
Then Φ is injective and is onto the (n− |pi|+ 1)-dimensional subspace
Kpi =
{
(sp)
n
p=1
∣∣∣∣ ∀S ∈ pi,∑
p∈S
sp − sp−1 = 0
}
(4.2)
of Rn, using the convention s0 = sn. Indeed, Φ is injective because if Φ((tj)j∈Jpi , t) =
(sp)
n
p=1, then sn = t and if p ∈ Jpi, then sp equals tp plus sn plus some from the list
(tj)j∈Jpi , j≤p−1. We see that Φ maps into Kpi after observing
sp − sp−1 =

tp, p 6= maxSpi(p)
−∑i∈Spi(p)\{p} ti, p = maxSpi(p),
and it is onto Kpi by a dimension count. Note that the push-forward under Φ of
Lebesgue measure is the (n − |pi| + 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure on Kpi corre-
sponding to the restriction of the usual Euclidean metric of Rn. We consider the
(n− |pi|)-dimensional affine space
K(t)pi = {(sp)np=1 ∈ Kpi : sn = t}
and we let ν(pi,t) be the (n−|pi|)-dimensional Lebesgue measure on K(t)pi corresponding
to the restriction to K
(t)
pi of the usual Euclidean metric on Rn. Then Φ sends
E(pi, t)× {t} onto
F (pi, t) := {(sp)np=1 ∈ Kpi ∩ [0, 1]n : sn = t}
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and Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)(t) is the integral of g1⊗ · · ·⊗ gn−1⊗ 1 over F (pi, t) with respect
to ν(pi,t). Namely, we have
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)(t) =
∫
F (pi,t)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1 ⊗ 1) dν(pi,t). (4.3)
Proposition 4.1. Let n ∈ N and suppose g1, . . . , g2n ∈ C[0, 1]. Given N ∈ N and
j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} consider the deterministic N ×N diagonal matrix
D
(j)
N = diag(gj(
1
N
), gj(
2
N
), . . . , gj(
N
N
)).
For t ∈ [0, 1], let hN(t) be the least element of {1, . . . , N} so that t ≤ hN(t)/N . Then
for all t ∈ [0, 1],
lim
N→∞
E(D(1)N X
∗
ND
(2)
N XND
(3)
N X
∗
ND
(4)
N XN · · ·D(2n−1)N X∗ND(2n)N XN)hN (t),hN (t)
=
∑
pi∈P(n)
g1(t)Λpi(g3, g5, . . . , g2n−1)(t)τ
(
Γpi(g2, g4, . . . , g2n)
)
, (4.4)
and
lim
N→∞
E(D(1)N XND
(2)
N X
∗
ND
(3)
N XND
(4)
N X
∗
N · · ·D(2n−1)N XND(2n)N X∗N)hN (t),hN (t)
=
∑
pi∈P(n)
Γpi(g1, g3, . . . , g2n−1)(t)τ
(
Λpi(g2, g4, . . . , g2n−2)g2n
)
(4.5)
Furthermore, in both cases the convergence is uniform for t ∈ [0, 1], and the rate of
convergence can be controlled in terms of only maxi ‖gi‖ and a common modulus of
continuity for {g1, . . . , g2n}.
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Proof. We have
E(D(1)N X
∗
ND
(2)
N XND
(3)
N X
∗
ND
(4)
N XN · · ·D(2n−1)N X∗ND(2n)N XN)hN (t),hN (t)
= N−n
∑
{(i(1),...,i(2n))∈{1,...,N}2n:i(1)=hN (t)}
(
2n∏
j=1
gj(
i(j)
N
)
)
· E(ζ−i(1)+i(3)i(2) ζ−i(3)+i(5)i(4) · · · ζ−i(2n−3)+i(2n−1)i(2n−2) ζ−i(2n−1)+i(1)i(2n) ).
(4.6)
Let us rearrange the sum by summing first over all partitions pi ∈ P(n) and then
over all ie = (i(2), i(4), . . . , i(2n)) ∈ {1, . . . , N}n such that ker ie = pi, and then
over all io = (i(1), i(3), . . . , i(2n − 1)) ∈ {1, . . . , N}n such that i(1) = hN(t), where
ker ie = pi means that i(2j1) = i(2j2) if and only if j1 and j2 are in the same block
of pi. Keeping in mind that the ζj are independent and E(ζkj ) = 0 if k 6= 0, we find
that the expectation in (4.6) equals
N−n
∑
pi∈P(n)
(∑
`
∏
S∈pi
(∏
j∈S
g2j(
`S
N
)
)) ∑
io∈Ψ1(pi,N,hN (t))
n∏
j=1
g2j−1(
i(2j − 1)
N
), (4.7)
where the summation
∑
` is over all ` = (`S)S∈pi ∈ {1, . . . , N}|pi| such that `S1 6= `S2
if S1 6= S2, and Ψ1(pi,N, hN(t)) is the set of all io = (i(1), i(3), . . . , i(2n − 1)) ∈
{1, . . . , N}n such that i(1) = hN(t) and for all S ∈ pi,
∑
j∈S
−i(2j − 1) + i(2j + 1) = 0,
with the convention i(2n+1) = i(1). It is straightforward from the theory of Riemann
integration to see
lim
N→∞
N−|pi|
(∑
`
∏
S∈pi
(∏
j∈S
g2j(
`S
N
)
))
=
∏
s∈pi
τ
(∏
j∈S
g2j
)
,
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and that the rate of convergence depends only on maxj ‖g2j‖ and on a common
modulus of continuity of {g2, g4, . . . , g2n}
Now, to analyze the last summation in (4.7), we have a bijection
Ψ1(pi,N, hN(t))→ Φ1(pi,N, hN(t)) given by
(i(1), i(3), . . . , i(2n− 1))
7→ (− i(1) + i(3),−i(3) + i(5), . . . ,−i(2n− 3) + i(2n− 1),−i(2n− 1) + i(1)),
where Φ1(pi,N, hN(t)) is the set of all f = (f(1), . . . , f(n)) ∈ Zn such that
∀S ∈ pi,
∑
j∈S
f(j) = 0,
∀p ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, 1 ≤ hN(t) +
p∑
j=1
f(j) ≤ N.
Let Φ′1(pi,N, hN(t)) be the set of all maps f : J → Z, where J is as in (4.1), such
that
∀p ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, 1 ≤ hN(t) +
∑
j∈Ipi(p)
f(j) ≤ N.
Then the map Φ1(pi,N, hN(t))→ Φ′1(pi,N, hN(t)), given by restriction, i.e., f 7→ fJ ,
is a bijection. Moreover, if f ∈ Φ′1(pi,N, hN(t)) and if (i(1), i(3), . . . , i(2n− 1)) is the
corresponding element of Ψ1(pi,N, hN(t)), then for all p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} we have
i(2p+ 1) = hN(t) +
∑
j∈Ipi(p)
f(j),
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so also
∑
io∈Ψ1(pi,N,hN (t))
n∏
j=1
g2j−1(
i(2j − 1)
N
)
=
∑
f∈Φ′1(pi,N,hN (t))
g1(
hN(t)
N
)
n−1∏
p=1
g2p+1
hN(t)
N
+
∑
j∈Ipi(p)
f(j)
N
 .
Note that {f/N : f ∈ Φ′1(pi,N, hN(t))} is an evenly spaced grid of points that fills
out the set E(pi, t) as N → ∞ and that the above sums, when divided by Nn−|pi|,
are Riemann sums for multivariate Riemann integrals. Using standard estimates, we
find
lim
N→∞
N−n+|pi|
∑
io∈Ψ1(pi,N,hN (t))
n∏
j=1
g2j−1(
i(2j − 1)
N
) = g1(t)Λpi(g3, g5, . . . , g2n−1)(t),
and that the rate of convergence depends only on max1≤j≤n ‖g2j−1‖ and on a common
modulus of continuity of {g1, g3, . . . , g2n−1}. This proves (4.4), with the desired
statement on the rate of convergence.
We prove (4.5) similarly. We have
E(D(1)N XND
(2)
N X
∗
ND
(3)
N XND
(4)
N X
∗
N · · ·D(2n−1)N XND(2n)N X∗N)hN (t),hN (t)
= N−n
∑
{(i(1),...,i(2n))∈{1,...,N}2n:i(1)=hN (t)}
(
2n∏
j=1
gj(
i(j)
N
)
)
· E(ζ−i(2n)+i(2)i(1) ζ−i(2)+i(4)i(3) · · · ζ−i(2n−2)+i(2n)i(2n−1) ).
The right-hand-side can be rewritten
N−n
∑
pi∈P(n)
(∑
`
∏
S∈pi
(∏
j∈S
g2j−1(
`S
N
)
)) ∑
ie∈Ψ2(pi,N)
n∏
j=1
g2j(
i(2j)
N
),
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where the summation
∑
` is over all ` = (`S)S∈pi ∈ {1, . . . , N}|pi| such that `Spi(1) =
hN(t) and `S1 6= `S2 if S1 6= S2, while
Ψ2(pi,N)
=
{
(i(2), i(4), . . . , i(2n)) ∈ {1, . . . , N}n : ∀S ∈ pi,
∑
j∈S
i(2j)− i(2j − 2) = 0
}
,
with the convention i(0) = i(2n). We see
lim
N→∞
N−|pi|+1
∑
`
∏
S∈pi
(∏
j∈S
g2j−1(
`S
N
)
)
= Γpi(g1, g3, . . . , g2n−1)(t).
We use the bijection Ψ2(pi,N)→ Φ2(pi,N) given by
(i(2), i(4), . . . , i(2n))
7→ (i(2n),−i(2n) + i(2),−i(2) + i(4),−i(4) + i(6), . . . ,−i(2n− 2) + i(2n)),
where Φ2(pi,N) is the set of all (f(0), f(1), f(2), . . . , f(n)) ∈ Zn+1 such that
∀S ∈ pi
∑
j∈S
f(j) = 0 (4.8)
∀p ∈ {1, . . . , n} 1 ≤ f(0) +
p∑
j=1
f(j) ≤ N (4.9)
We let Φ′2(pi,N) be the set of all maps f : J ∪ {0} → Z such that
∀p ∈ {1, . . . , n} 1 ≤ f(0) +
∑
j∈Ipi(p)
f(j) ≤ N,
and we note that the map Φ2(pi,N) → Φ′2(pi,N) given by restriction, namely, f 7→
fJ∪{0}, is a bijection. Moreover, if f ∈ Φ′2(pi,N) and if (i(1), i(3), . . . , i(2n − 1)) is
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the corresponding element of Ψ2(pi,N), then for all p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} we have
i(2p) = f(0) +
∑
j∈Ipi(p)
f(j).
Thus, in particular, i(2n) = f(0). Hence, we also have
∑
ie∈Ψ2(pi,N)
n∏
j=1
g2j
(
i(2j)
N
)
=
∑
f∈Φ′2(pi,N)
n∏
p=1
g2p
f(0)
N
+
∑
j∈Ipi(p)
f(j)
N
 .
We have that {f/N : f ∈ Φ′2(pi,N)} is an evenly spaced grid of points that fills
out the set ∪0≤s≤1E(pi, s) as N → ∞ and that the above sums, when divided by
Nn−|pi|+1, are Riemann sums. Using standard estimates, we find
lim
N→∞
N−n+|pi|−1
∑
ie∈Ψ2(pi,N)
n∏
j=1
g2j
(
i(2j)
N
)
=
∫ 1
0
Λpi(g2, g4, . . . , g2n−2)(s)g2n(s) ds
and that the rate of convergence depends only on max1≤j≤n ‖g2j‖ and on a com-
mon modulus of continuity of {g2, g4, . . . , g2n}. This proves (4.5), with the desired
statement on the rate of convergence.
4.3 C[0, 1]-valued R-diagonality
In this subsection, we prove our main theorem (Theorem 4.3.1) about asymptotic
∗-moments of random Vandermonde matrices. It will follow from Proposition 4.1
above, about alternating moments, and the next proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Let n ≥ 1. Let 1, . . . , n ∈ {1, ∗}. Let σ be the interval partition
of {1, . . . , n} defined by
k
σ∼ k + 1⇐⇒ k 6= k+1
for k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Let d1, . . . , dn be deterministic diagonal N × N matrices of
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norm at most 1. Then
∣∣∣∣∣E ◦ tr∏
I∈σ
(∏
k∈I
dkX
k
N − E ◦ diag
(∏
k∈I
dkX
k
N
))∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C√N ,
where C depends only on n.
We begin with some preliminaries. The following lemma can be proven using
Gaussian elimination, for instance.
Lemma 4.3. Let p ≥ 1. Let V be a subspace of Rp. Let t ∈ Rp. Then
|{j ∈ {1, . . . , N}{1,...,p} ∩ (t+ V )| ≤ NdimV .
Lemma 4.3 can be reformulated follows.
Lemma 4.4. Let p, r ≥ 1. Let w1, . . . , wr ∈ Rp. Let m1, . . . ,mr ∈ R. Then
|{j ∈ {1, . . . , N}{1,...,p} : j · ws = ms ∀1 ≤ s ≤ r}| ≤ Np−dim span {w1,...,wr}.
Lemma 4.5. Let ζ1, . . . , ζN be independent random variables uniformly distributed
on the unit circle. Let h be a product of the random variables ζ1, . . . , ζN and their
inverses, possibly with repetitions. Then
Eh =

1, h = 1
0, h 6= 1
.
Proof. Obviously if h = 1 then Eh = 1. If h 6= 1 then we write h = ∏Ni=1 ζj(i)i
where j(i0) 6= 0 for some 1 ≤ i0 ≤ N . Thus, by independence of ζ1, . . . , ζN , we have
Eh = (E
∏
i 6=i0 ζ
j(i)
i )(Eζ
j(i0)
i0
) = 0.
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Lemma 4.6. Let ζ1, . . . , ζN be independent random variables uniformly distributed
on the unit circle. Let h1, . . . , hr be products of the random variables ζ1, . . . , ζN and
their inverses, possibly with repetition. Then
|E(h1 − Eh1) · · · (hr − Ehr)| ≤ Eh1 · · ·hr.
Proof. If hi = 1 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r then
|E(h1 − Eh1) · · · (hr − Ehr)| = 0.
If hi 6= 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r then by Lemma 4.5, Ehi = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r so
|E(h1 − Eh1) · · · (hr − Ehr)| = |Eh1 · · ·hr| = Eh1 · · ·hr.
Lemma 4.7. Let ζ1, . . . , ζN be independent random variables uniformly distributed
on the unit circle. Let h be a product of the random variables ζ1, . . . , ζN and their
inverses, possibly with repetition. Let r ≥ 1. Let i(1), . . . , i(r) ∈ {1, . . . , N} be
distinct. Then there exists m1, . . . ,mr ∈ Z such that if n1, . . . , nr ∈ Z satisfies
Ehζn1i(1) · · · ζnri(r) 6= 0
then ns = ms for all 1 ≤ s ≤ r.
Proof. We write h as
∏N
i=1 ζ
j(i)
i . Then the result follows from Lemma 4.5, by taking
ms = −j(i(s)) for 1 ≤ s ≤ r.
Combining Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.7, we obtain
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Lemma 4.8. Let p, r ≥ 1. Let w1, . . . , wr ∈ Rp. Let ζ1, . . . , ζN be independent
random variables uniformly distributed on the unit circle. Let h be a product of
the random variables ζ1, . . . , ζN and their inverses, possibly with repetition. Let
i(1), . . . , i(r) ∈ {1, . . . , N} be distinct. Then
∣∣{j ∈ {1, . . . , N}{1,...,p} : Ehζj·w1i(1) · · · ζj·wri(r) 6= 0}∣∣ ≤ Np−dim span {w1,...,wr}.
Equivalently, by Lemma 4.5,
∑
j:{1,...,p}→{1,...,N}
|Ehζj·w1i(1) · · · ζj·wri(r) | ≤ Np−dim span {w1,...,wr}.
Lemma 4.9. Let K be a finite set. Let pi1, pi2 be partitions of K. Let (vk)k∈K be a
finite collection of vectors in a vector space V such that whenever (ak)k∈K are scalars
satisfying ∑
k∈K
akvk = 0,
we have ak = al for all k
pi2∼ l. Then
dim span
{∑
k∈S
vk : S ∈ pi1
}
≥ |pi1| − |pi1 ∨ pi2|.
Proof. Let (aS)S∈pi1 be scalars such that
∑
S∈pi1
aS
(∑
k∈S
vk
)
= 0.
For k ∈ K, let S(k) be the block in pi1 containing k. Then
0 =
∑
S∈pi1
aS
(∑
k∈S
vk
)
=
∑
S∈pi1
∑
k∈S
aSvk =
∑
S∈pi1
∑
k∈S
aS(k)vk =
∑
k∈K
aS(k)vk.
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So by assumption, aS(k) = aS(l) for all k
pi2∼ l. Hence, aS(k) = aS(l) for all k pi1∨pi2∼ l.
Therefore,
dim
{
(aS)S∈pi1 :
∑
S∈pi1
aS
(∑
k∈S
vk
)
= 0
}
≤ |pi1 ∨ pi2|.
Thus, the result follows.
Lemma 4.10. Let K ⊂ L be finite sets. Let pi be a partition of L. Let λ be a
partition of K. Then λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K} is a partition of L and
|(pi K) ∨ λ|+ |pi| − |pi K | = |pi ∨ (λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K})|.
Proof. Let K ′ be the union of all blocks in pi that contain an element in K. Then
|(pi ∨ (λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K})) K′ | = |(pi ∨ (λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K})) K | = |(pi K) ∨ λ|,
(pi ∨ (λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K})) L\K′= pi L\K′ ,
and
|pi L\K′ | = |pi| − |pi K′ |.
Since K ′ splits the partition pi ∨ (λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K}), we have
|pi ∨ (λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K})|
=|(pi ∨ (λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K})) K′ |+ |(pi ∨ (λ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\K})) L\K′ |
=|(pi K) ∨ λ|+ |pi L\K′ | = |(pi K) ∨ λ|+ |pi| − |pi K′ |.
Lemma 4.11. Let pi1, pi2 be a partitions of L. If |pi1 ∨ pi2| > 12 |pi2| then there exists
a block S ∈ pi2 that splits pi1.
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The proof of Lemma 4.11 is analogous to the proof of the fact that a partition of
n points with more than n
2
blocks must contain a singleton block.
Lemma 4.11 can be reformulated as
Lemma 4.12. Let L be a finite set. Let i : L→ {1, . . . , N}. Let ρ be a partition of
L. If |(ker i) ∨ ρ| > 1
2
|ρ| then there exists a block S ∈ ρ such that {i(l) : l ∈ S} and
{i(l) : l ∈ L\S} are disjoint.
Lemma 4.13. Let U be a finite set in Z. For each k ∈ (U − 1)∪ (U + 1), define the
vector vk ∈ RU as
vk =

ek+1, k ∈ (U − 1)\(U + 1)
ek+1 − ek−1, k ∈ (U − 1) ∩ (U + 1)
−ek−1, k ∈ (U + 1)\(U − 1)
.
If ∑
k∈(U−1)∪(U+1)
akvk = 0,
then al−1 = al+1 for all l ∈ U .
Proof. Let l ∈ U . Then ∑
k∈(U−1)∪(U+1)
ak〈vk, el〉 = 0.
Since vk ∈ span {ek−1, ek+1} for all k ∈ (U−1)∪(U+1), if l 6= k+1 and l 6= k−1 then
〈vk, el〉 = 0. Thus, the only values of k for which 〈vk, el〉 can possibly be nonvanishing
are l − 1 and l + 1. Hence,
al+1〈vl+1, el〉+ al−1〈vl−1, el〉 = 0.
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Since l ∈ U , we have:
• l + 1 ∈ U + 1 and l − 1 ∈ U − 1,
• if l + 1 ∈ U − 1 then vl+1 = el+2 − el and 〈vl+1, el〉 = −1,
• if l + 1 /∈ U − 1 then vl+1 = −el and 〈vl+1, el〉 = −1,
• if l − 1 ∈ U + 1 then vl−1 = el − el+1 and 〈vl−1, el〉 = 1,
• if l − 1 /∈ U + 1 then vl−1 = el and 〈vl−1, el〉 = 1.
In all of the above cases, 〈vl+1, el〉 = −1 and 〈vl−1, el〉 = 1. Therefore, −al+1 +al−1 =
0. So al−1 = al+1.
Lemma 4.14. Let U be a finite set in Z. Let ∼ be the equivalence relation on
(U − 1) ∪ (U + 1) generated by l − 1 ∼ l + 1 (l ∈ U). Then this equivalence relation
has at most |(U + 1)\(U − 1)| equivalence classes.
Proof. It suffices to show that every element k of (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1) is related to an
element in (U + 1)\(U − 1). If k ∈ U + 1 then k ∼ k− 2 ∈ U − 1. So replacing k by
k−2, if necessary, we may assume that k ∈ U −1. Let p be smallest natural number
for which k + 2p /∈ U − 1. By minimality, k + 2q ∈ U − 1 for all 0 ≤ q ≤ p − 1. So
k+2q+1 ∈ U so by assumption, k+2q ∼ k+2q+2 for all 0 ≤ q ≤ p−1. Therefore,
k ∼ k + 2 ∼ k + 4 ∼ . . . ∼ k + 2p.
Since k + 2(p− 1) ∈ U − 1, k + 2p ∈ U + 1. Hence, k + 2p ∈ (U + 1)\(U − 1).
Lemma 4.15. Let n ≥ 1. Let 1, . . . , n ∈ {1, ∗}. Let σ be the interval partition of
{1, . . . , n} defined by
k
σ∼ k + 1⇐⇒ k 6= k+1.
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For each I ∈ σ, let
L(I) = {k ∈ I : k = 1} ∪ {k + 1 : k ∈ I and k = ∗}.
Then L(I1) ∩ L(I2) = ∅ for all distinct I1, I2 ∈ σ.
Proof. Let k ∈ I2 with k = ∗. If k + 1 /∈ I2, then since I2 ∈ σ, by the definition of
σ, k+1 = ∗. On the other hand, if k+ 1 ∈ I2, then since I1 and I2 are disjoint blocks
and are, therefore, disjoint, k + 1 /∈ I1. In both cases, we have that either k + 1 /∈ I1
or k+1 6= 1. Hence,
{k + 1 : k ∈ I2 and k = ∗} ∩ {k ∈ I1 : k = 1} = ∅.
Interchanging the roles of I1 and I2, we have
{k + 1 : k ∈ I1 and k = ∗} ∩ {k ∈ I2 : k = 1} = ∅.
Since I1 and I2 are disjoint,
{k ∈ I1 : k = 1} ∩ {k ∈ I2 : k = 1} = ∅
and
{k + 1 : k ∈ I1 and k = ∗} ∩ {k + 1 : k ∈ I2 and k = ∗} = ∅.
Therefore, L(I1) ∩ L(I2) = ∅.
Lemma 4.16. Let 1, . . . , n ∈ {1, ∗}. Let σ be the interval partition defined in
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Lemma 4.15 and let L(I) for I ∈ σ be as defined there. Let
U = {2 ≤ k ≤ n : k−1 = 1 and k = ∗}.
Let ∼ be the equivalence relation on (U − 1)∪ (U + 1) generated by l− 1 ∼ l+ 1 for
l ∈ U . Then
(i) every equivalence class of ∼ is of the form L(I) for some I ∈ σ
(ii) for every l ∈ {2, . . . , n}\(U ∪ (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1)), there exists I ∈ σ such that
{l} = L(I).
Proof. We will first prove (i). Let
σ0 = {I ∈ σ : I ∩ (U − 1) 6= ∅}.
We want to show that for every I ∈ σ0, L(I) is an equivalence class of ∼. After
proving this, we show that ∪I∈σ0L(I) = (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1). This immediately gives
the conclusion of (i), because {L(I)}I∈σ0 is the partition of (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1) that
corresponds to the equivalence relation ∼.
1. We first show that L(I) ⊂ (U − 1)∪ (U + 1) for every I ∈ σ0. Since I ∈ σ0, there
exists l ∈ I such that l = 1 and l+1 = ∗. Since I ∈ σ, by the definition of σ, we
have l + 1 ∈ I. (In particular, l and l + 1 are in I.)
A. Suppose k ∈ I and k = 1. We will show k ∈ (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1). Since I is an
interval of length at least 2, if k ∈ I then k + 1 ∈ I or k− 1 ∈ I. If k + 1 ∈ I,
then by the definition of σ, k+1 = ∗ so k + 1 ∈ U and k ∈ U − 1. Suppose
k + 1 6∈ I. Then either k = n or k+1 = 1 and in either case, k + 1 /∈ U .
Then k − 1 ∈ I and k−1 = ∗. If k − 2 ∈ I, then k−2 = 1 and k − 1 ∈ U and
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k ∈ U + 1. Otherwise, if k− 2 /∈ I, then either k = 2 or k−2 = ∗ and we have
I = {k − 1, k}. But k /∈ U , so I ∩ (U − 1) = ∅, contrary to the hypothesis
I ∈ σ0. Thus, we have shown {k ∈ I : k = 1} ⊂ (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1).
B. Suppose k ∈ I and k = ∗. We will show k + 1 ∈ (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1). Since
I ∈ σ, by the definition of σ, we must have k−1 = 1 unless k is the smallest
element of I.
I. If k−1 = 1 then k ∈ U so k + 1 ∈ U + 1.
II. If k is the smallest element of I, then k ≤ l. Since k = ∗ and l = 1,
k 6= l. So k + 1 ≤ l so k + 2 ≤ l+ 1 ∈ I. Since I is an interval, it follows
that k, k + 1, k + 2 ∈ I. So k = ∗, k+1 = 1 and k+2 = ∗. So k + 2 ∈ U
so k + 1 ∈ U − 1.
Thus, we have shown {k + 1 : k ∈ I and k = ∗} ⊂ (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1).
It follows that L(I) ⊂ (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1).
2. To show that L(I) is an equivalence class of ∼, we will prove that L(I) is preserved
by the equivalence relation ∼ and that all elements of L(I) are related.
A. Suppose k0 ∈ U and k0 − 1 ∈ L(I). Since k0 ∈ U , we have
k0−1 = 1, k0 = ∗. (4.10)
Since k0 − 1 ∈ L(I), either k0 − 1 ∈ {k ∈ I : k = 1} or
k0 − 1 ∈ {k + 1 : k ∈ I and k = ∗}. In the first case, k0 − 1 ∈ I and k0 = ∗
so k0 ∈ I. In the second case, k0 − 2 ∈ I and k0−2 = ∗; by (4.10), we have
k0 ∈ I. In both cases, k0 ∈ I and k0 = ∗, so k0 + 1 ∈ L(I).
On the other hand, if k0 ∈ U and k0 + 1 ∈ L(I) then either
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k0 + 1 ∈ {k ∈ I : k = 1} or k0 + 1 ∈ {k + 1 : k ∈ I and k = ∗}. In the first
case, k0 + 1 ∈ I and k0+1 = 1. Using (4.10), k0 − 1 ∈ I. In the second case,
k0 ∈ I. By (4.10), k0 − 1 ∈ I. In both cases k0 − 1 ∈ I and k0−1 = 1, so
k0 − 1 ∈ L(I).
Therefore, L(I) is preserved by the equivalence relation ∼.
B. To prove that all elements of L(I) are related, note that since I is an interval
with alternating values of k, {k ∈ I : k = 1} is of the form {k0, k0+2, . . . , k0+
2p} for some p ≥ 0 where k0 = 1, k0+1 = ∗, k0+2 = 1,. . ., k0+2p−1 = ∗,
k0+2p = 1. Thus, k0 + 1, k0 + 3, . . . , k0 + 2p− 1 ∈ U . Thus,
k0 ∼ k0 + 2 ∼ k0 + 4 ∼ . . . ∼ k0 + 2p.
This means that all the elements in {k ∈ I : k = 1} are related. Using the
same argument, one can show that all the elements in
{k + 1 : k ∈ I and k = ∗} are related. Just as the beginning of the first part
of the proof, since I ∈ σ0, there exists l ∈ I such that l = 1 and l+1 = ∗ (thus
also l+ 1 ∈ I). So l ∈ {k ∈ I : k = 1} and l+ 2 ∈ {k+ 1 : k ∈ I and k = ∗}.
Since l + 1 ∈ U , l ∼ l + 2. Therefore, all elements in
L(I) = {k ∈ I : k = 1} ∪ {k + 1 : k ∈ I and k = ∗} are related.
Therefore, L(I) is an equivalence class of ∼ for every I ∈ σ0.
3. It remains to show that ∪I∈σ0L(I) = (U−1)∪(U+1). Since L(I) ⊂ (U−1)∪(U+1)
by the first part of the proof, it suffices to show that (U−1)∪(U+1) ⊂ ∪I∈σ0L(I).
I. If k0 ∈ U−1 then k0 = 1. Let I ∈ σ contain k0. Then k0 ∈ L(I) and I ∈ σ0.
II. If k0 ∈ U + 1 then k0−2 = 1 and k0−1 = ∗. Let I ∈ σ contain k0 − 1. Then
k0 ∈ L(I) and I ∈ σ0, since k0 − 2 ∈ I ∩ (U − 1).
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This completes the proof of (i).
We now prove (ii). Let l ∈ {2, . . . , n}\(U ∪ (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1)).
1. If l = 1, then since l /∈ U − 1, either l = n or l+1 = 1. Since l /∈ U + 1, either
l = 2 or l−2 = ∗ or l−1 = 1.
A. If l < n and l−1 = 1, then l−1 = l = l+1 = 1, which implies {l} ∈ σ.
Moreover, since l = 1, L({l}) = {l}.
B. If l = n and l−1 = 1, then similarly, n−1 = n = 1 and we have {n} ∈ σ and
L({n}) = {n}.
C. If l−1 = ∗ and 2 < l < n, then l−2 = ∗ and, since l = l+1 = 1, we have
{l − 1, l} ∈ σ and L({l − 1, l}) = {l}.
D. If en−1 = ∗ and if 2 < l = n or 2 = l < n, then similarly and {l − 1, l} ∈ σ
and L({l − 1, l}) = {l}.
E. If 2 = l = n and e1 = ∗, then {1, 2} ∈ σ and L({1, 2}) = {2}.
2. If l = ∗, then since l /∈ U we have l−1 = ∗. Since l /∈ U + 1, either l = 2 or
l−2 = ∗. In either case, we have {l − 1} ∈ σ and L({l − 1}) = {l}.
This completes the proof.
In the sequel, if A is a N ×N random matrix and p ≥ 1 then
|A|p := (E ◦ tr(A∗A)
p
2 )
1
p .
Thus, if A is deterministic then |A|p = (tr(A∗A) p2 )
1
p is the normalized Schatten p
norm.
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Lemma 4.17. Let A be a N ×N random matrix with integrable entries. Let p ≥ 1.
Then
|EA|p ≤ |A|p.
Proof. Since | · |p is a norm on deterministic N ×N matrices,
|EA|p ≤ E(tr(A∗A)
p
2 )
1
p ≤ (E ◦ tr(A∗A) p2 ) 1p = |A|p,
where the first inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality and the second inequality
follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality.
Lemma 4.18 ([2], Exercise IV.2.7). Let A1 and A2 be N × N (deterministic) ma-
trices. Let p, q, r be positive real numbers such that 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1
r
. Then
|A1A2|r ≤ |A1|p|A2|q.
Applying Lemma 4.18 repeatedly, one obtains
Lemma 4.19. Let A1, . . . , As be N ×N (deterministic) matrices. Let p1, . . . , ps, r ≥
1 be such that 1
p1
+ . . .+ 1
ps
= 1
r
. Then
|A1 . . . As|r ≤ |A1|p1 . . . |As|ps .
Applying the above to random matrices, we get the following:
Lemma 4.20. Let A1, . . . , As be N ×N random matrices having finite moments of
all orders. Let p1, . . . , ps, r ≥ 1 be such that 1p1 + · · ·+ 1ps = 1r . Then
|A1 . . . As|r ≤ |A1|p1 . . . |As|ps . (4.11)
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Proof. By Lemma 4.19,
tr((A1 · · ·As)∗(A1 · · ·As)) r2 ≤ (tr(A∗1A1)
p1
2 )
r
p1 · · · (tr(A∗sAs)
ps
2 )
r
ps .
Taking expectations and using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we obtain
E ◦ tr((A1 · · ·As)∗(A1 · · ·As)) r2 ≤ E((tr(A∗1A1)
p1
2 )
r
p1 · · · (tr(A∗sAs)
ps
2 )
r
ps )
≤ (E ◦ tr(A∗1A1)
p1
2 )
r
p1 · · · (E ◦ tr(A∗sAs)
ps
2 )
r
ps
= |A1|rp1 · · · |As|rps .
Thus, (4.11) holds.
Lemma 4.21. Let A
(1)
1 , . . . , A
(1)
s , A
(2)
1 , . . . , A
(2)
s be N × N random matrices having
finite moments of all orders. Let M = max{|A(1)l |2(s−1), |A(2)l |2(s−1) : 1 ≤ l ≤ s} if
s ≥ 2 and let M = 1 if s = 1. Then
∣∣∣∣∣E ◦ tr
(
s∏
l=1
(
A
(1)
l + A
(2)
l
))
− E ◦ tr
(
s∏
l=1
A
(1)
l
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2sM s−1 max1≤l≤s |A(2)l |2.
Proof. If s = 1, the result follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Assume
s ≥ 2. First,
E ◦ tr
(
s∏
l=1
(
A
(1)
l + A
(2)
l
))
=
∑
1,...,s∈{1,2}
E ◦ tr(A(1)1 · · ·Ass ).
So
∣∣∣∣∣E ◦ tr
(
s∏
l=1
(
A
(1)
l + A
(2)
l
))
− E ◦ tr
(
s∏
l=1
A
(1)
l
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
1,...,s∈{1,2}
∃l0 s.t. l0 is 2
|E ◦ tr(A(1)1 · · ·A(s)s )|.
(4.12)
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For each 1, . . . , s ∈ {1, 2} with l0 = 2, taking pl = 2(s − 1) for l 6= l0, pl0 = 2 and
r = 1 in Lemma 4.19, we obtain
∣∣E ◦ tr(A(1)1 · · ·A(s)s )∣∣ ≤ ∣∣A(2)l0 ∣∣2 ∣∣A(l0+1)l0+1 · · ·A(s)s A(1)1 · · ·A(l0−1)l0−1 ∣∣2
≤ ∣∣A(2)l0 ∣∣2 ∏
j 6=l0
∣∣A(j)j ∣∣2(s−1) ≤M s−1∣∣A(2)l0 ∣∣2,
where for the first inequality we used the trace property and the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, while for the second we used Ho¨lder’s inequality (Lemma 4.20). Since
there are 2s−1 terms in the summation in (4.12), the desired upper bound holds.
We will now show that the off-diagonal entries of alternating products in XN and
X∗N , with deterministic diagonal matrices interspersed, have expectations that are
zero or are asymptotically small as the matrix size goes to infinity.
Lemma 4.22. Let ζ1, . . . , ζN be independent random variables uniformly distributed
on the unit circle. Let i(1), . . . , i(r) ∈ {1, . . . , N}. If j(1), . . . , j(r) ∈ Z satisfy
Eζj(1)i(1) · · · ζj(r)i(r) 6= 0,
then j(1) + · · ·+ j(r) = 0.
Proof. Let pi = ker i. By Lemma 4.5,
∑
k∈S j(k) = 0 for all S ∈ pi. So
r∑
k=1
j(k) =
∑
S∈pi
∑
k∈S
j(k) = 0.
Lemma 4.23. Let n ≥ 1 be an odd number. Let 1, . . . , n ∈ {1, ∗} be alternating.
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Let d1, . . . , dn be deterministic diagonal N ×N matrices. Then
E
n∏
k=1
dkX
k
N = 0.
Proof. The proof when 1 = 1 and the proof when 1 = ∗ are similar. So we only do
the case when 1 = 1. Let i(1), i(n+ 1) ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
(
E
n∏
k=1
dkX
k
N
)
i(1),i(n+1)
=
∑
i:{2,3,...,n}→{1,...,N}
E
n∏
k=1
(dk)i(k),i(k)(X
k
N )i(k),i(k+1)
=
∑
i:{2,3,...,n}→{1,...,N}
n∏
k=1
(dk)i(k),i(k) (4.13)
E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1).
Since 1 = 1 and 1, . . . , n are alternating, k = 1 when k is odd, and k = ∗ when k
is even so
E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1) =
1
N
n
2
E
(n+1)/2∏
l=1
(X
2l−1
N )i(2l−1),i(2l)
(n−1)/2∏
m=1
(X2mN )i(2m),i(2m+1)
=
1
N
n
2
E
(n+1)/2∏
l=1
ζ
i(2l)
i(2l−1)
(n−1)/2∏
m=1
ζ
−i(2m)
i(2m+1).
Since the sum of the exponents is
(n+1)/2∑
l=1
i(2l) +
(n−1)/2∑
m=1
(−i(2m)) = i(n+ 1) 6= 0,
by Lemma 4.23, E
∏n
k=1(X
k
N )i(k),i(k+1) = 0. Thus, the result follows.
Using an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 4.23, one obtains
Lemma 4.24. Let n ≥ 2 be an even number. Let 1, . . . , n ∈ {1, ∗} be alternating.
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Let d1, . . . , dn be deterministic diagonal N ×N matrices. If 1 = ∗ then
E
n∏
k=1
dkX
k
N
is a diagonal matrix.
Lemma 4.25. Let n ≥ 1 be an even number. Let 1, . . . , n ∈ {1, ∗} be alternating.
Suppose that 1 = 1. Let d1, . . . , dn be deterministic diagonal N × N matrices of
norm at most 1. Let
ZN =
n∏
k=1
dkX
k
N .
Then for every integer p ≥ 1, there is a constant C = C(n, p) such that
Tr((EZN − E ◦ diagZN)∗(EZN − E ◦ diagZN))p ≤ C. (4.14)
Proof. Let i(1) 6= i(n+ 1) ∈ {1, . . . , N}. By (4.13),
(EZN)i(1),i(n+1) =
(
E
n∏
k=1
dkX
k
N
)
i(1),i(n+1)
=
∑
i:{2,3,...,n}→{1,...,N}
n∏
k=1
(dk)i(k),i(k)E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1).
Since the dk have norms at most 1, we have
|(EZN)i(1),i(n+1)| ≤
∑
i:{2,3,...,n}→{1,...,N}
∣∣∣∣∣E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.15)
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Since k = 1 when k is odd and k = ∗ when k is even,
E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1) = E
n/2∏
l=1
(X
i(2l−1)
N )i(2l−1),i(2l)
n/2∏
m=1
(X2mN )i(2m),i(2m+1)
=
1
N
n
2
E
n/2∏
l=1
ζ
i(2l)
i(2l−1)
n/2∏
m=1
ζ
−i(2m)
i(2m+1) =
1
N
n
2
E
n/2∏
l=1
ζ
i(2l)
i(2l−1)
(n/2)+1∏
m=2
ζ
−i(2m−2)
i(2m−1)
=
1
N
n
2
Eζ i(2)i(1)
n/2∏
l=2
ζ
i(2l)
i(2l−1)
 n/2∏
m=2
ζ
−i(2m−2)
i(2m−1)
 ζ−i(n)i(n+1)
=
1
N
n
2
Eζ i(2)i(1)
n/2∏
l=2
ζ
i(2l)−i(2l−2)
i(2l−1)
 ζ−i(n)i(n+1).
Let v1, v3, . . . , vn+1 ∈ Rn be given by
v1 = e2
v2l−1 = e2l − e2l−2, (l = 2, . . . , n
2
)
vn+1 = −en.
Let j : {2, 4, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , N} be the restriction of i to {2, 4 . . . , n}. Then we
have
E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1) =
1
N
n
2
E
(n/2)+1∏
l=1
ζ
j·v2l−1
i(2l−1) =
1
N
n
2
E
∏
k∈{1,3,...,n+1}
ζj·vki(k) .
Let pi be a partition of {1, 3, . . . , n + 1}. Suppose that ker(i {1,3,...,n+1}) = pi. For
each S ∈ pi, all the i(k) are same for k ∈ S and we denote this value by i(S). Thus,
E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1) =
1
N
n
2
E
∏
S∈pi
ζ
j·(∑k∈S vk)
i(S) .
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By Lemma 4.8,
∑
j:{2,4,...,n}→{1,...,N}
∣∣∣∣∣E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1N n2 N n2−dim span {∑k∈S vk:S∈pi}.
If a1, a3, . . . , an+1 are scalars satisfying
a1v1 + a3v3 + . . .+ an+1vn+1 = 0,
then a1 = a3 = . . . = an+1. Thus, by Lemma 4.9, dim span {
∑
k∈S vk : S ∈ pi} ≥
|pi| − 1, so
∑
j:{2,4,...,n}→{1,...,N}
∣∣∣∣∣E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1N n2 N n2−(|pi|−1)
= N1−|pi|.
Considering all the cases when {1} is or is not a singleton block and {n+ 1} is or is
not a singleton block of pi, we see that the number of choices of i(3), i(5), . . . , i(n−1)
such that ker(i {1,3,...,n+1}) = pi is at most N |pi|−2. Thus,
∑
i:{2,...,n}→{1,...,N}
ker(i{1,3,...,n+1})=pi
∣∣∣∣∣E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ N |pi|−2N1−|pi| = 1N .
Summing over all partitions pi of {1, 3, . . . , n+ 1}, we have
∑
i:{2,...,n}→{1,...,N}
∣∣∣∣∣E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ CnN .
So by (4.15),
|(EZN)i(1),i(n+1)| ≤ Cn
N
.
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So each entry in E(ZN − diagZN) has absolute value at most Cn/N . From this, the
result follows easily. Indeed, each entry of
(EZN − E ◦ diagZN)∗(EZN − E ◦ diagZN)
has absolute value at most C2n/N . Taken to the p-th power, every entry has absolute
value at most C2pn /N , and the result (4.14) follows with constant C = C
2p
n .
Using a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.25, (essentially, by treating
also the case i(n+ 1) = i(1) in that proof) one obtains the following lemma.
Lemma 4.26 (Compare with Proposition 1 in [30]). For every integer p ≥ 1, we
have E ◦ Tr(X∗NXN)p ≤ CN , where C depends only on p.
Lemma 4.27. Let 1, . . . , n ∈ {1, ∗} be alternating. Let d1, . . . , dn be deterministic
diagonal N ×N matrices of norm at most 1. Let
ZN =
n∏
k=1
dkX
k
N .
Then for every integer p ≥ 1,
|ZN |2p ≤ C and |EZN − E ◦ diagZN |2p ≤ C
N
1
2p
,
where C depends only on n and p.
Proof. By Lemma 4.26, for every integer q ≥ 1,
|XN |2q ≤ Cq,
where Cq depends only on q. Thus, taking p1 = · · · = pn = 2pn and r = 2p in
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Lemma 4.20, we have
|ZN |2p =
∣∣∣∣∣
n∏
k=1
dkX
k
N
∣∣∣∣∣
2p
≤
n∏
k=1
|dkXkN |2pn
≤
n∏
k=1
‖dk‖|XkN |2pn ≤
n∏
k=1
|XkN |2pn ≤
n∏
k=1
C2pn.
This proves the first inequality. The other inequality follows by combining Lemmas
4.23, 4.24 and 4.25.
We are now ready to prove Proposition 4.2. We first prove a weaker version of
it, with E ◦ diag replaced by E. The convention regarding ordering in products is
described in Definition 4.1.2.
Lemma 4.28. Let n ≥ 1. Let 1, . . . , n ∈ {1, ∗}. Let σ be the interval partition of
{1, . . . , n} defined by
k
σ∼ k + 1⇐⇒ k 6= k+1
for k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Let d1, . . . , dn be deterministic diagonal N × N matrices of
norm at most 1. Then
∣∣∣∣∣E ◦ Tr∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
dkX
k
N − E
(∏
k∈S
dkX
k
N
))∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C√N,
where C depends only on n.
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Proof. Since σ is an interval partition, we can expand
E ◦ Tr
∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
dkX
k
N − E
(∏
k∈S
dkX
k
N
))
=
∑
i:{1,...,n+1}→{1,...,N}
i(n+1)=i(1)
(
E
∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(dk)i(k),i(k)(X
k
N )i(k),i(k+1)
− E
(∏
k∈S
(dk)i(k),i(k)(X
k
N )i(k),i(k+1)
)))
=
∑
i:{1,...,n+1}→{1,...,N}
i(n+1)=i(1)
n∏
k=1
(dk)i(k),i(k)
(
E
∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
− E
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
))
.
Since the dk have norms at most 1, it follows that
∣∣∣∣∣E ◦ Tr∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
dkX
k
N − E
(∏
k∈S
dkX
k
N
))∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
i:{1,...,n+1}→{1,...,N}
δi(n+1),i(1)
∣∣∣∣∣E∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
− E
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
))∣∣∣∣∣.
(4.16)
For each i : {1, . . . , n+ 1} → {1, . . . , N}, by Lemma 4.6, we have
∣∣∣∣∣E∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1) − E
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
))∣∣∣∣∣
≤ E
∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
)
= E
n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1). (4.17)
Let
U = {2 ≤ k ≤ n : k−1 = 1 and k = ∗}.
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Let YN =
√
NXN . Then
E
n∏
k=1
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
= E
∏
k∈U
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
∏
k∈U−1
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
= E
∏
k∈U
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
∏
k∈U
(Y
k−1
N )i(k−1),i(k)
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
= E
∏
k∈U
ζ
−i(k)
i(k+1)
∏
k∈U
ζ
i(k)
i(k−1)
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
= E
∏
k∈U+1
ζ
−i(k−1)
i(k)
∏
k∈U−1
ζ
i(k+1)
i(k)
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
= E
( ∏
k∈(U+1)\(U−1)
ζ
−i(k−1)
i(k)
∏
(U−1)\(U+1)
ζ
i(k+1)
i(k)
×
∏
k∈(U+1)∩(U−1)
ζ
i(k+1)−i(k−1)
i(k)
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
)
.
Let L = {1, . . . , n+ 1}\U . Note that by the definition of U , (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1) ⊂ L.
Also, if k ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 1}\(U ∪ (U − 1)) then k ∈ L and k + 1 ∈ L.
Let iU : U → {1, . . . , N} be the restriction of i to U . Let iL : L→ {1, . . . , N} be
the restriction of i to L. With vk ∈ RU defined as in Lemma 4.13, we have
E
n∏
k=1
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1) = E
∏
k∈(U−1)∪(U+1)
ζ iU ·vkiL(k)
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))
(Y kN )iL(k),iL(k+1),
where we think of iU as belonging to R
U . Let pi be a partition of L. Suppose that
ker iL = pi. Let pi1 = pi (U−1)∪(U+1). For each block S ∈ pi1, all the iL(k) are the
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same for k ∈ S and we denote this value by iL(S). It follows that
E
n∏
k=1
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1) = E
∏
S∈pi1
∏
k∈S
ζ iU ·vkiL(k)
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))
(Y kN )iL(k),iL(k+1)
= E
∏
S∈pi1
ζ
iU ·(
∑
k∈S vk)
iL(S)
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))
(Y kN )iL(k),iL(k+1).
Note that the term
∏
k∈{1,...,n}\(U∪(U−1))(Y
k
N )iL(k),iL(k+1) is a product of the random
variables (ζj)j∈L and their inverses, possibly with repetition. Thus by Lemma 4.8,
fixing iL and summing over all iU , we have
∑
iU :U→{1,...,N}
∣∣E n∏
k=1
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣ ≤ N |U |−dim span {∑k∈S vk:S∈pi1}.
Summing now over all iL with ker iL = pi, we obtain
∑
{iL:ker iL=pi}
∑
iU :U→{1,...,N}
∣∣E n∏
k=1
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣ ≤ N |pi|+|U |−dim span {∑k∈S vk:S∈pi1}. (4.18)
Let ∼ be the equivalence relation on (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1) generated by l − 1 ∼ l + 1
∀l ∈ U . Let pi2 be the partition of (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1) that corresponds to ∼. By
Lemma 4.13 and Lemma 4.9,
dim span {
∑
k∈S
vk : S ∈ pi1} ≥ |pi1| − |pi1 ∨ pi2|.
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Thus,
|pi| − dim span {
∑
k∈S
vk : S ∈ pi1} ≤ |pi| − |pi1|+ |pi1 ∨ pi2|
= |pi| − |pi (U−1)∪(U+1) |+ |(pi (U−1)∪(U+1)) ∨ pi2|
= |pi ∨ (pi2 ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\((U − 1) ∪ (U + 1))})|, (4.19)
where the last equation follows from Lemma 4.10 by taking K = (U − 1) ∪ (U + 1)
and λ = pi2.
Case I: |pi ∨ (pi2 ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\((U − 1) ∪ (U + 1))})| ≤ 12(n+ 1− 2|U |).
In this case, by (4.19),
|pi| − dim span {
∑
k∈S
vk : S ∈ pi1} ≤ 1
2
(n+ 1− 2|U |).
Thus, by (4.18),
∑
ker iL=pi
∑
iU :U→{1,...,N}
∣∣E n∏
k=1
(Y kN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣ ≤ N |U |+ 12 (n+1−2|U |).
Since XN =
1√
N
YN ,
∑
ker iL=pi
∑
iU :U→{1,...,N}
∣∣E n∏
k=1
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
∣∣ ≤ N |U |+ 12 (n+1−2|U |)−n2 = √N.
By (4.17),
∑
ker iL=pi
∑
iU :U→{1,...,N}
∣∣∣∣∣E∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1) − E
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
))∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ √N.
Case II: |pi ∨ (pi2 ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\((U − 1) ∪ (U + 1))})| > 12(n+ 1− 2|U |).
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By Lemma 4.14, |pi2| ≤ |(U + 1)\(U − 1)| so
|pi2 ∪ {{l} : l ∈ L\((U − 1) ∪ (U + 1))}| = |pi2|+ |L\((U − 1) ∪ (U + 1))|
≤ |(U + 1)\(U − 1)|+ |L| − |(U − 1) ∪ (U + 1)|
= |L| − |U − 1| = |L| − |U | = n+ 1− 2|U |.
By Lemma 4.12, pi2 ∪{{l} : l ∈ L\((U − 1)∪ (U + 1))} contains a block S1 such that
{iL(l) : l ∈ S1} ∩ {iL(l) : l ∈ L\S1} = ∅. (4.20)
If S1 ∈ pi2 then by Lemma 4.16(i),
S1 = L(S0) = {k ∈ S0 : k = 1} ∪ {k + 1 : k ∈ S0 and k = ∗} (4.21)
for some S0 ∈ σ. If S1 = {l} for some l ∈ L\((U − 1) ∪ (U + 1)) and l 6= 1, n + 1,
then by Lemma 4.16(ii), S1 is also the form (4.21). If S1 = {1} or {n + 1} then
since 1 and n + 1 are both in L (by the definition of U), it follows from (4.20) that
iL(1) 6= iL(n+ 1) and so
∑
ker iL=pi
∑
iU :U→{1,...,N}
δi(n+1),i(1)
∣∣∣∣∣E∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
− E
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
))∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (4.22)
If S1 is of the form (4.21) then by (4.20),
{iL(l) : l ∈ L(S0)} ∩ {iL(l) : l ∈ L\L(S0)} = ∅.
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By Lemma 4.15, ∪S 6=S0L(S) ⊂ L\L(S0). So
{iL(l) : l ∈ L(S0)} ∩ {iL(l) : l ∈ ∪S 6=S0L(S)} = ∅.
Note that for each S ∈ σ, ∏k∈S(XkN )i(k),i(k+1) depends only on {ζiL(l) : l ∈ L(S)}.
Thus, the random variable ∏
k∈S0
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
is independent of the random variables
∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1), S 6= S0.
Thus, ∣∣∣∣∣E∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1) − E
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
))∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
So again (4.22) holds.
Combining the conclusions of Case I and Case II and summing over all partitions
pi of L, we get
∑
iL:L→{1,...,N}
∑
iU :U→{1,...,N}
δi(n+1),i(1)
∣∣∣∣∣E∏
S∈σ
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
− E
(∏
k∈S
(XkN )i(k),i(k+1)
))∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C√N,
where C is the number of partitions of L. By (4.16), the result follows.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let
ZN,I =
∏
k∈I
dkX
k
N .
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By Lemma 4.27 and Lemma 4.17, for every integer p ≥ 1,
|ZN,I − EZN,I |2p ≤ C,
and
|EZN,I − E ◦ diagZN,I |2p ≤ C
where C depends only on n and p. So by Lemma 4.21,
∣∣∣∣∣E ◦ tr∏
I∈σ
(ZN,I − EZN,I)− E ◦ tr
∏
I∈σ
(ZN,I − E ◦ diagZN,I)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤C sup
I∈σ
|EZN,I − E ◦ diagZN,I |2,
where C depends only on n. By Lemma 4.27 for p = 1,
|EZN,I − E ◦ diagZN,I |2 ≤ C√
N
, I ∈ σ.
Therefore,
∣∣∣∣∣E ◦ tr∏
I∈σ
(ZN,I − EZN,I)− E ◦ tr
∏
I∈σ
(ZN,I − E ◦ diagZN,I)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C√N .
Thus, by Lemma 4.28, the result follows.
We are now ready to prove the main result. For a C∗-algebra B, by B〈X,X∗〉
we denote the ∗-algebra of polynomials in noncommuting variables X and X∗ with
coefficients on B; technically this is the algebraic free product of the three algebras
B, C[X] and C[X∗] with amalgamation over the scalars. We endow B〈X,X∗〉 with
the obvious ∗-operation.
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Theorem 4.3.1. Consider the C∗-algebra B = C[0, 1] with tracial state τ : B → C
obtained by integration using Lebesgue measure. Let E : B〈X,X∗〉 → B be the
linear, self-adjoint, B-bimodular map that is the identity on B and so that with
respect to E , X is B-valued R-diagonal with even alternating moments given by, for
every n ∈ N and b1, . . . , b2n ∈ B,
E(b1X∗b2Xb3X∗b4X · · · b2n−1X∗b2nX) (4.23)
=
∑
pi∈P(n)
b1Λpi(b3, b5, . . . , b2n−1)τ
(
Γpi(b2, b4, . . . , b2n)
)
E(b1Xb2X∗b3Xb4X∗ · · · b2n−1Xb2nX∗) (4.24)
=
∑
pi∈P(n)
Γpi(b1, b3, . . . , b2n−1)τ
(
Λpi(b2, b4, . . . , b2n−2)b2n
)
.
Then for all n ∈ N, (1), . . . , (n) ∈ {1, ∗} and all b1, . . . , bn ∈ B, we have
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr(DN(b1)X(1)N DN(b2)X(2)N · · ·DN(bn)X(n)N )
=τ ◦ E(b1X(1)b2X(2) · · · bnX(n)), (4.25)
where, for b ∈ B, DN(b) is the scalar diagonal matrix
DN(b) = diag
(
b(
1
N
), b(
2
N
), . . . , b(
N
N
)
)
.
Proof. Let n ∈ N and suppose b1, . . . , bn ∈ N and (1), . . . , (n) ∈ {1, ∗} are arbi-
trary. We will prove (4.25) by induction on n. In the case of n = 1, the right-hand-
side of (4.25) is zero and, by Lemma 4.23, so is the left-hand-side of (4.25). For the
induction step, let σ = σ() be the maximal alternating interval partition of  (see
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Definition 4.1.1). For I ∈ σ, let
cI = E
(∏
j∈I
bjX
(j)
)
∈ B,
where the product is taken in increasing order of the index j. By B-valued R-
diagonality of X,
τ ◦ E
(∏
I∈σ
(∏
j∈I
bjX
(j) − cI
))
= 0,
where the product over I ∈ σ is taken in order of increasing elements of the interval
blocks I (since σ is an interval partition, given two distinct blocks, all the elements
of one of them are less than all the elements of the other). Expanding the above
product over I ∈ σ, we get a sum of 2|σ| terms that enables τ ◦ E(∏nj=1 bjX(j)) to be
expressed as (−1)|σ|−1τ(∏I∈σ cI) plus the sum of 2|σ| − 2 terms, each of the form
(−1)|σ\σ′|−1τ ◦ E
(∏
J∈K
fjX
(j)
)
, (4.26)
where K is the union of a proper subset σ′ of σ and for certain fj ∈ B, equal to the
product of bj and some of (cI)I∈σ\σ′ .
We will show
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr
(∏
I∈σ
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N −DN(cI)
))
= 0. (4.27)
This will prove the induction step, because expansion of the left-hand-side of (4.27)
as a sum of 2|σ| terms will enable
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr
(
n∏
j=1
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
)
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to be written as
(−1)|σ|−1 lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr
(∏
I∈σ
DN(cI)
)
= (−1)|σ|−1τ
(∏
I∈σ
cI
)
plus the sum of 2|σ|−1 terms, each equal to
(−1)|σ\σ′|−1 lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr
(∏
J∈K
DN(fj)X
(j)
N
)
, (4.28)
for the same K and fj as appeared in (4.26). By the inductive hypothesis, each of
the terms in (4.28) is equal to the corresponding term in (4.26). This shows that
proof of the induction step will follow, once we have proven (4.27).
In order to verify (4.27), we will use Proposition 4.2, which yields
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr
(∏
I∈σ
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N − E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
)))
= 0. (4.29)
For I ∈ σ, if n is even, then from Proposition 4.1 and (4.23)–(4.24), we have
lim
N→∞
∥∥∥∥∥E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
)
−DN(cI)
∥∥∥∥∥ = 0. (4.30)
while if n is odd, then by R-diagonality of X we have cI = 0 and from Lemma 4.23,
we see that also in this case (4.30) holds. We now write, for each I ∈ σ,
∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N −DN(cI) =
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N − E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
))
+
(
E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
)
−DN(cI)
)
and, in the left-hand-side of (4.27), distribute, resulting in a sum of 2|σ| limits, each
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of which will be seen to equal 0. That the first of these limits is zero is precisely
the import of (4.29). That each of the other limits is zero is a consquence of (4.30)
and Ho¨lder’s inequality, (see, Lemma 4.20). Indeed, each of the other limits is of the
form
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr
(∏
I∈σ
FI
)
, (4.31)
where FI is either(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N − E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
))
or (
E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
)
−DN(cI)
)
and for at least one I ∈ σ it is the latter. Now from (4.30), we conclude that, for
every I ∈ σ, ∥∥∥∥∥E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
)∥∥∥∥∥
remains bounded as N →∞. From Lemma 4.27, we have that, for every I ∈ σ and
every integer p ≥ 1, ∣∣∣∣∣∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
∣∣∣∣∣
2p
remains bounded as N →∞. Consequently, for every I ∈ σ,
∣∣∣∣∣∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N − E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
)∣∣∣∣∣
2p
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remains bounded as N →∞. Of course, from (4.30) we get, for every I and p,
lim
N→∞
∣∣∣∣∣E ◦ diag
(∏
j∈I
DN(bj)X
(j)
N
)
−DN(cI)
∣∣∣∣∣
2p
= 0.
Consequently, taking p = |σ| and applying Ho¨lder’s inequality, we get that for every
product
∏
I∈σ FI of the form described at (4.31),
lim
N→∞
∣∣∣∣∣∏
I∈σ
FI
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= 0.
Now using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we conclude
lim
N→∞
E ◦ tr
(∏
I∈σ
FI
)
= 0.
This finishes the proof of (4.27), and of the theorem.
4.4 Calculating Λpi and certain moments and cumulants
Here are some results that will allow us to calculate Λpi for many partitions pi.
The first is an easy calculation:
Lemma 4.29. Suppose n ≥ 2 and pi = 1n is the partition of {1, . . . , n} into one
block. Then
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1) =
n−1∏
p=1
τ(gp)
is constant.
The next lemma handles the case when pi splits along two adjacent intervals:
Lemma 4.30. Suppose pi = pi1 ∪ pi2 where, for some x ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, pi1 is a
partition of {1, . . . , x} and pi2 is a partition of {x+ 1, . . . , n}. Let p˜i2 ∈ P(n− x) be
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the partition obtained from pi2 by shifting x to the left. Then
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1) = Λpi1(g1, . . . , gx−1)gxΛp˜i2(gx+1, . . . , gn−1).
Proof. Since ∑
{S∈pi:S⊆{1,...,x}}
∑
j∈S
sj − sj−1 = sx − s0 = sx − sn,
we see
K(t)pi =
{
(sp)
n
p=1 : (sp)
x
p=1 ∈ K(t)pi1 , (sx+p)n−xp=1 ∈ K(t)p˜i2
}
or, with the obvious identification K
(t)
pi = K
(t)
pi1 × K(t)p˜i2 , so that the measure ν(pi,t)
corresponds to the measure ν(pi1,t)×ν(p˜i2,t). Thus, we find F (pi, t) = F (pi1, t)×F (p˜i2, t)
and
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)(t) =
∫
F (pi,t)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1 ⊗ 1) dν(pi,t)
=
∫
F (pi1,t)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gx) dν(pi1,t)
∫
F (p˜i2,t)
(gx+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1 ⊗ 1) dν(p˜i2,t)
= Λpi1(g1, . . . , gx−1)(t)gx(t)Λp˜i2(gx+1, . . . , gn−1)(t).
The next lemma handles a sandwiched interval splitting.
Lemma 4.31. Suppose pi ∈ P(n) and pi = pi1 ∪ pi2, where pi1 is a partition of S1 =
{1, . . . , x}∪{x+y+1, x+y+2, . . . , n} and pi2 is a partition of S2 = {x+1, . . . , x+y},
for some 1 ≤ x < x+ y ≤ n− 1. Let p˜i1 ∈ P(n− y) and p˜i2 ∈ P(y) be the partitions
obtained from pi1 by applying the function L1 and pi2 by applying the function L2,
respectively, to all the points in the blocks, where L1 and L2 are the order-preserving
bijections from S1 onto {1, . . . , n− y} and from S2 onto and {1, . . . , y}, respectively.
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Then
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1) = Λp˜i1(g1, . . . , gx−1, gxΛp˜i2(gx+1, . . . , gx+y−1)gx+y, gx+y+1, . . . , gn−1).
Proof. Since ∑
{S∈pi:S⊆{x+1,...,x+y}}
∑
j∈S
sj − sj−1 = sx+y − sx,
we see
Kpi = {(sp)np=1 : (s1, . . . , sx, sx+y+1, . . . , sn) ∈ Kp˜i1 , (sx+p)yp=1 ∈ K(sx)p˜i2 }
and
F (pi, t) = {(sp)np=1 : (s1, . . . , sx, sx+y+1, . . . , sn) ∈ F (p˜i1, t), (sx+p)yp=1 ∈ F (p˜i2, sx)},
and that the measure ν(pi,t) decomposes as
ν(pi,t) =
∫
F (p˜i1,t)
ν(p˜i2,sx) dν(p˜i1,t)(s1, . . . , sn−y).
Thus, we find
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)(t) =
∫
F (pi,t)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1 ⊗ 1) dν(pi,t)
=
∫
F (p˜i1,t)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gx−1
⊗ gx(sx)
(∫
F (p˜i2,sx)
(gx+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gx+y−1)⊗ gx+y(sx) dν(p˜i2,sx)
)
⊗ gx+y+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1 ⊗ 1)dν(p˜i1,t)(s1, . . . , sx, sx+y+1, . . . , sn−1)
= Λp˜i1(g1, . . . , gx−1, gxΛp˜i2(gx+1, . . . , gx+y−1)gx+y, gx+y+1, . . . , gn−1)(t).
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The next lemma handles when a partition has two adjacent elements in the same
block.
Lemma 4.32. Let pi ∈ P(n) and suppose {k, k+1} ⊆ S ∈ pi for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n−
1}. Let p˜i ∈ P(n − 1) be obtained from pi by gluing k and k + 1 together; namely,
letting
L : {1, . . . , n}\{k + 1} → {1, . . . , n− 1}
be the order-preserving bijection, we have
p˜i = {L(S\{k + 1}) : S ∈ pi}.
Then
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1) = Λp˜i(g1, g2, . . . , ĝk, . . . , gn−1)τ(gk),
where ĝk indicates that gk has been removed from the list of arguments, while all the
others remain.
Proof. In the notation of Remark 4.2, since k
pi∼ k + 1, we see that in (4.2) the
condition for (sp)
n
p=1 to belong to Kpi involves sk only in the summation over the
block of pi that contains k, and in this summation sk cancels with −sk. Thus, we
easily see
Kpi = {(sp)np=1 : (s1, . . . , ŝk, . . . , sn) ∈ Kp˜i}
and, under the corresponding identification Kpi = Kp˜i × R, for every t ∈ [0, 1] we
have the identification of measures
ν(pi,t) = ν(p˜i,t) × λ,
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where λ is Lebesgue measure on R. Using (4.3), we get
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)(t) =
∫
F (pi,t)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1 ⊗ 1) dν(pi,t)
=
∫
F (p˜i,t)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ĝk ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1 ⊗ 1) dν(p˜i,t)
∫
[0,1]
gk dλ
= Λp˜i(g1, g2, . . . , ĝk, . . . , gn−1)(t)τ(gk).
Lemma 4.33. Let n ≥ 2 and suppose pi ∈ P(n) has 1 and n in the same block. Then
for all g1, . . . , gn−1 ∈ C[0, 1], Λpi(g1, g2, . . . , gn−1) is a constant function. Moreover,
letting p˜i ∈ P(n− 1) be the restriction of pi to {1, . . . , n− 1}, we have
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1) = τ(Λp˜i(g1, . . . , gn−2)gn−1).
Proof. This is much like the proof of Lemma 4.32. Recalling that we use the conven-
tion s0 = sn, since 1
pi∼ n, in (4.2) the condition for (sp)np=1 to belong to Kpi involves
sn only in the summation over the block of pi that contains n, and in this summation
sn cancels with −s0. Thus, we have
Kpi = {(sp)np=1 : (s1, . . . , sn−1) ∈ Kp˜i}.
Moreover, F (pi, t) = (Kp˜i ∩ [0, 1]n−1)×{t} and ν(pi,t) corresponds to simply (n− |pi|)-
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dimensional Lebesgue measure on Kp˜i. Using (4.3), we get
Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)(t) =
∫
F (pi,t)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1 ⊗ 1) dν(pi,t)
=
∫
[0,1]
(∫
F (p˜i,s)
(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn−1) dν(p˜i,s)
)
dλ(s)
=
∫
[0,1]
Λp˜i(g1, g2, . . . , gn−2)(s)gn−1(s) dλ(s)
= τ(Λp˜i(g1, g2, . . . , gn−2)gn−1).
Lemma 4.34.
τ(Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)gn) = τ(ΛL(pi)(g2, . . . , gn)g1),
where L(pi) ∈ P(n) is obtained from pi by left rotating the underlying set {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. Examining Remark 4.2, we see
τ(Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)gn) =
∫
Kpi∩[0,1]n
g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn dν(pi),
where ν(pi) is the (n − |pi|)-dimensional Lebesgue measure on Kpi corresponding to
the restriction to Kpi of the Euclidean metric on R
n. Moreover, we find
KL(pi) = {(s2, . . . , sn, s1) : (sp)np=1 ∈ Kpi}
and that under this identification, dν(L(pi))(s2, . . . , sn, s1) corresponds to
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dν(pi)(s1, . . . , sn). Thus, we get
τ(Λpi(g1, . . . , gn−1)gn) =
∫
KL(pi)∩[0,1]n
g2⊗· · ·⊗gn⊗g1 dν(L(pi)) = τ(ΛL(pi)(g2, . . . , gn)g1).
The following is easily checked:
Lemma 4.35. Suppose pi is any partition of {1, . . . , n}. Then
Γpi(1, . . . , 1) = 1.
Here is an immediate consequence of the above fact and (4.24).
Proposition 4.36. For any n ∈ N and any b1, . . . , bn ∈ B,
E(Xb1X∗Xb2X∗ · · ·XbnX∗) ∈ C1.
From Lemmas 4.29-4.33, we easily get the following:
Lemma 4.37. Suppose pi is a noncrossing partition of {1, . . . , n}. Then
Λpi(1, 1, . . . , 1) = 1.
Since all partitions of {1, 2, 3} are noncrossing, from (4.23)-(4.24) we easily get:
E(XX∗) = E(X∗X) = 1, (4.32)
E((XX∗)2) = E((X∗X)2) = 2, (4.33)
E((XX∗)3) = E((X∗X)3) = 5.
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There are 14 noncrossing partitions of {1, 2, 3, 4} and one crossing partition,
namely, pi4 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}}. Using Remark 4.2, we calculate
Λpi4(b1, b2, b3)(t) =
∫ t
0
b1(s1)
∫ 1−t+s1
0
b2(s2)b3(t− s1 + s2) ds2 ds1
+
∫ 1
t
b1(s1)
∫ 1
s1−t
b2(s2)b3(t− s1 + s2) ds2 ds1. (4.34)
From (4.34), we calculate
Λpi4(1, 1, 1)(t) =
1
2
+ t(1− t).
Consequently, from (4.23) and (4.24), we find
E((XX∗)4) = 14 + 2
3
(4.35)
E((X∗X)4)(t) = 14 + 1
2
+ t(1− t). (4.36)
Unlike with scalar-valued R-diagonality in the tracial setting, in the B-valued
case, ∗-freeness is not guaranteed in a polar decomposition. This phenomenon was
seen in [7], but is also exhibited by the asymptotic limit of the random Vandermonde
matrices:
Proposition 4.38. The element X does not have the same ∗-distribution as any
element in a B-valued ∗-noncommutative probability space of the form PU , with U
unitary, P ≥ 0 and such that U and P are ∗-free over B.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction such a realization X ∼ PU is possible for P and U
in a B-valued ∗-noncommutative probability space (A˜, E˜).
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From (4.35)-(4.36), we have
E˜(P 8) = 14 + 2
3
E˜(U∗P 8U)(t) = 14 + 1
2
+ t(1− t).
However, by ∗-freeness, we calculate
E˜(U∗P 8U) = E˜(U∗E˜(P 8)U) = E˜(U∗(14 + 2
3
)U
)
= 14 +
2
3
,
which is a contradiction.
Question 4.4.1. Can X have the same ∗-distribution as a product UP for some U
and P as described in Proposition 4.38?
The next result answers negatively a question of G. Tucci.
Proposition 4.39. With respect to the trace τ ◦ E, X is not a scalar-valued R-
diagonal element.
Proof. If it were scalar-valued R-diagonal, then we would have
τ ◦ E(((X∗X)4 − 44
3
)(
(XX∗)2 − 2)((X∗X)4 − 44
3
)
((XX∗)2 − 2)) = 0. (4.37)
Letting b ∈ B be b(t) = 14 + 1
2
+ t(1− t), by B-valued R-diagonality of X and (4.35)
and (4.32), we have
E(((X∗X)4 − b)((XX∗)2 − 2)((X∗X)4 − b)((XX∗)2 − 2)) = 0. (4.38)
Writing (X∗X)4− 44
3
= ((X∗X)4−b)+(b− 44
3
), expanding, distributing, using (4.38),
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B-valued R-diagonality again and (4.33), we get
E(((X∗X)4 − 44
3
)(
(XX∗)2 − 2)((X∗X)4 − 44
3
)(
(XX∗)2 − 2))
= E((b− 44
3
)
(
(XX∗)2 − 2)(b− 44
3
)
(
(XX∗)2 − 2))
= (b− 44
3
)
(
E((XX∗)2(b− 44
3
)(XX∗)2
)− 4(b− 44
3
)
)
. (4.39)
Using (4.24) we find that for b′ ∈ B,
E((XX∗)2b′(XX∗)2) = 10τ(b′) + (4 + 2
3
)b′,
and thus the quantity (4.39) equals 2
3
(b− 44
3
)2. But
2
3
τ
(
(b− 44
3
)2
)
=
2
3
∫ 1
0
((t(1− t)− 1
6
)2 dt =
1
270
6= 0,
which shows that (4.37) fails to hold.
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5. SUMMARY
In this section, we summarize results proven in the dissertation.
5.1 Mean ergodic convergence
Theorem. Let X be a Banach space having the bounded compact approximation
property. Let T be an operator on X. Let T˙ be the image of T in the Calkin algebra.
Then I˙+T˙+...+T˙
n
n
converges in norm if and only if ‖T˙
n‖
n
→ 0 and there is an essentially
maximal subspace of X on which I − T is compact.
5.2 Universal operators
Theorem. Suppose that C is a collection of uniformly bounded operators in B(H)
with disjoint spectra. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) There exists an operator T ∈ B(H) such that every operator in C is compalent
to a reducing part of T .
(ii) Every operator in C outside a countable subset is quasidiagonal.
5.3 Approximate similarity
Theorem. Suppose that T1, T2 ∈ B(H). Then T1 and T2 are approximately similar if
and only if T1 is approximately unitarily equivalent to an operator T
′
1 that is similar
to an operator T ′2 that is apprxoimately unitarily equivalent to T2.
5.4 Unitary orbits
Theorem. Let T ∈ B(H). Then the strong, weak and ∗-strong closures of T are
given by the set of all restrictions, compressions and reducing parts of operators that
are approximately unitarily equivalent to T , respectively.
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5.5 Random Vandermonde matrices
Theorem. Let XN be the N×N random Vandermonde matrix whose (i, j)-th entry
is N−1/2ζji , where ζ1, . . . , ζN are independent with uniform distribution on the unit
circle. Then XN is not asymptotically R-diagonal but it is asymptotically R-diagonal
with amalgamation over the deterministic diagonals
diag(b(
1
N
), b(
2
N
), . . . , b(
N
N
)), b ∈ C[0, 1].
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